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Abstract
The finite difference method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM) rely on a mesh (or stencil) to
construct the local approximation of functions and their derivatives for solving partial diﬀerential equations
(PDEs). A few drawbacks are commonly encountered in these methods:





time consuming in generating a quality mesh in arbitrary geometry for desired accuracy,
difficult in constructing approximations with arbitrary order of continuity, making the solution of PDEs
with higher order differentiation or problems with discontinuities difficult to solve,
tedious in performing h- or p-adaptive refinement, and
ineffective in dealing with mesh entanglement related difficulties (such as those in large deformation
and fragment-impact problems).

Meshfree methods all share a common feature that alleviate or eliminate the above issues: the approximation
of unknowns in the PDE are constructed based on scattered points without mesh connectivity. As shown in
Figure 1, the approximation function at a point in FEM is constructed at the element-level natural coordinate
and then transformed to the global Cartesian coordinate, whereas meshfree approximation functions are
constructed using only nodal data in the global Cartesian coordinates directly. These compactly supported
meshfree approximation functions form a partition of unity subordinate to the open cover of the domain with
controllable orders of continuity and completeness, independent from one another. Using this class of approximation functions, it becomes possible to relax the strong tie between the quality of the discretization
and the quality of approximation in FEM, and the procedures in h-adaptivity are significantly simplified.
Special basis functions can be embedded in the approximation to capture essential characteristics of the PDE
at hand, and arbitrary discontinuities can be introduced into the approximation as well.
In the past 20 years, meshfree methods have emerged into a new class of computational methods with considerable success. In addition, a significant amount of progress has been made in addressing the major shortcomings that were present in these methods at the early stages of their development. For instance, essential
boundary conditions are almost trivial to enforce by employing the techniques now available, and the need
for high order quadrature has been circumvented with the development of advanced techniques, essentially
eliminating the previously existing bottleneck of computational expense in meshfree methods. Given the
proper treatment, nodal integration can be made accurate and free of spatial instability, making it possible
to eliminate the need for a mesh entirely. Meshfree collocation methods have also undergone significant
development, which also offer a truly meshfree solution. This paper gives an overview of many classes of
meshfree methods and their applications, and several advances are described in detail.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Patching of a finite element shape function from local element domains, and (b)
a meshfree approximation function constructed directly in the global Cartesian coordinates.
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Acronym Appendix
CPDI – convected particle domain interpolation
M-SNNI – modified SNNI
C-SPH – corrected SPH
NEM – natural element method
DEM – diffuse element method
NSNI – naturally stabilized nodal integration
DNI – direct nodal integration
NURBS – non-uniform rational B-splines
EFG – element free Galerkin
OTM – optimal transport meshfree
FEM – finite element method
PFEM – particle finite element method
FMM – free mesh method
PFEM-2 – second generation PFEM
FPM – finite point method
PPU – particle partition of unity method
GFD – generalized finite difference
PU – partition of unity
GFEM – generalized finite element method
PUM – partition of unity method
GI – Gauss integration
RBCM – radial basis collocation method
GIMP – generalized interpolation material point
RBF – radial basis function
GRKCM – gradient RKCM
RK – reproducing kernel
HPC – hp clouds
RKCM – Reproducing kernel collocation method
IGC – isogeometric collocation
RKPM – reproducing kernel particle method
KC – kernel contact
RPIM – radial point interpolation method
L-RBCM – localized RBCM
SCNI – stabilized conforming nodal integration
LRPIM – local radial point interpolation method
SFEM – smoothed finite element method
LS – least squares
SGFEM – stable GFEM
MaxEnt – maximum entropy
SLRKPM – semi-Lagrangian RKPM
MFEM – meshless finite element method
SNNI – stabilized nonconforming nodal integration
MFS – method of finite spheres
SPH – smoothed particle hydrodynamics
MLPG – meshless local Petrov-Galerkin
VCI – variationally consistent integration
MLS – moving least squares
VC-MSNNI – variationally consistent MSNNI
MLSPH – moving least squares particle hydrodynamics VC-NSNI – variationally consistent NSNI
MPM – material point method
WLS – weighted least squares
MPS – moving particle semi-implicit
XEFG – extended EFG
MQ – multiquadratics
XFEM – extended finite element method
M-SCNI – modified SCNI
XIGA – extended IGA
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1. Introduction
Meshfree methods evolved from the mesh-based finite element methods and emerged into a new
class of numerical methods for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) using a point-based
approximation and discretization. Generally speaking, meshfree methods have been developed
under two branches of formulations:
1. The Galerkin meshfree methods based on the weak form of PDEs. While no mesh is needed in
the construction of the approximation, domain integration is required, and special techniques to
enforce essential boundary conditions are needed. Advances in domain integration and
enforcement of boundary conditions are discussed in Section 3.
2. The collocation meshfree methods based on the strong form of PDEs. Due to the ease of
constructing smooth meshfree approximations, PDEs can be solved directly at the collocation
points without special domain integration and essential boundary condition procedures, as will
be presented in Section 4.
A wide variety of meshfree methods have been proposed over the years. Table 1 summarizes the
attributes of some selected methods, along with some mesh-based methods for comparison. The
table is roughly ordered by the dates the methods were proposed (or when the first robust version
was proposed), which also gives some historical perspective. In Table 2, an alternative analysis is
presented and made slightly more precise, where these methods are shown at the intersection of the
solution method (columns) and the approximation employed (rows). In this paper, we hope to
elucidate the relationship between the various meshfree methods, and present advancements that
have been made over the years.
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Approximation Function

Solution Scheme (Discretization)

Weighted Collocation

Subdomain Collocation

Variationaly Consistent

Gauss integration

Point Collocation

Stabilized Integration

Gauss integration

RBF

Local RBF

Smooth Kernel

Splines/NURBS

Maximum Entropy

MLS/RK (PU)

Polynomials

Natural neighbor

Enriched

WLS

Diffuse
MLS/
RK
Direct
Direct
Local Polynomials

Point Collocation

Petrov-Galerkin

BubnovGalerkin

without
PR

Global

With Polynomial Reproduction (PR)

Method

Strong
form

Weak form

Lagrangian-Eulerian form

Local

FEM1 [1], SFEM1 [2]
•
•
•
2,3
SPH [3,4]
•
•
GFD [5,6]
•
•
RBCM [7–10]
•
•
•
•
•
DEM [11]
•
•
EFG [12–14], XEFG [15,16]
•
•
•
•
MPM [17,18], GIMP [19],
•
•
CPDI [20], PFEM-2 [21,22]
RKPM [23,24], SLRKPM3 [25]
•
•
•
GFEM [26,27], XFEM [28,29]
•
•
MPS4 [30]
•
•
PUM [31,32]
•
•
•
•
hp clouds [33,34]
•
•
FPM [35]
•
•
FMM3 [36]
•
•
C-SPH/MLSPH2,3 [37]
•
•
MLPG [38]
•
•
•
NEM [39,40]
•
•
PPU [41]
•
•
MFS [42]
•
•
RKCM [43,44], GRKCM [45]
•
•
•
•
Meshless SCNI [46–48]
•
•
LRPIM [49]
•
•
•
•
RPIM [50]
•
•
•
MFEM3 [51], PFEM3 [52,53]
•
•
MaxEnt [54,55]
•
•
IGA1 [56,57]
•
•
•
Peridynamics5 [58,59]
•
•
OTM3 [60]
•
•
Meshless VCI6 [61]
•
•
•
•
•
1
Mesh-based; 2Considered weak form here due to weakened approximation requirements; 3Continually reconstructed;
4
WLS-type approximation of pair-wise gradients; 5Employs diffuse derivatives [62]; 6Can construct for any integration.

Table 1. Attributes of selected mesh-based and mesh-free methods.
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Solution Scheme (Discretization)
Weak form
Lagrangian
mesh

Local Polynomial

Approximation Function

Spline /
NURBS

No enrichment

Direct derivatives
Smoothed
derivatives

Enriched
Continually reconstructed
Eulerian
Points carry history
mesh,
and mass
Lagrangian
Points carry history
points
No enrichment
Enriched
No enrichment
Direct derivatives
Diffuse derivatives

MLS

VCI derivatives
Enriched
RK

PU

Smoothed derivatives
Direct derivatives
Diffuse derivatives1
Continually reconstructed
Lagrangian

Polynomial enriched
Polynomial and/or other enriched

MaxEnt
Natural
neighbor

FEM [1]
SFEM [2]
GFEM [26,27], XFEM
[28,29]
FMM [36]
MPM [17,18], GIMP
[19], CPDI [20]
PFEM-2 [21,22]
IGA [56,57]
XIGA [64,65]
EFG [12–14], MLPG
[38], MLSPH/C-SPH
[37]

1

Lagrangian
Continually reconstructed
Lagrangian

DEM [11]
Meshless VCI [61],
Meshless SCNI [46,47]
XEFG [15,16]
Meshless SCNI [46,47]
RKPM [23,24]

Radial basis functions

IGC [63]

Peridynamics2
[58,59], GFD
[5,6]

RKCM [43,44]
GRKCM [45]

SLRKPM [25]
hp clouds [33,34], MFS
[42]
PUM [31,32], PPU [41]
MaxEnt method [54,55]
OTM [60]
NEM [39,40]
MFEM [51],
PFEM [52,53]
RPIM [50], LRPIM [49]

Continually reconstructed

Strong form

Weighted least squares

RBCM [7,8]
FPM [35]

3

Kernel approximation
SPH [3,4]
WLS of pair-wise gradients
MPS [30]
1
Implicit, diffuse and synchronized derivatives, and generalized finite differences are equivalent, see
Section 2.6; 2Employs diffuse derivatives [62]; 3Considered weak form here due to weakened approximation requirements.

Table 2. Methods shown at intersection of approximation function and solution method.
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1.1 Early Development
The early development of meshfree methods can be traced back to smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) by Lucy [3] and Gingold and Monaghan [4] for astrophysics modeling. SPH was formulated by kernel estimation [66,67] of conservation equations. The method later gained traction in
solid mechanics as a way to solve problems difficult for mesh-based methods such as fragmentimpact problems [68–71]. The accuracy, tensile instability, and spatial instability of SPH have been
examined [23,72–74], and formulations have been proposed to correct the deficiencies in SPH
[37,70,75–77]. These later enhancements of SPH have motivated the development of many more
modern meshfree methods. A prime example is the introduction of RKPM [23] as a correction of
SPH for enhanced consistency and stability.
Another branch of numerical methods for solving PDEs which do not rely on a grid structure is the
class of generalized finite difference (GFD) methods. One of the earliest finite difference methods
using scattered points is due to Jenson [78]. A difficulty associated with this method, however, was
the selection of an appropriate “star” (collection of neighbors) such that the resulting matrix for
determining weights at a point is not singular, analogous to the moving least-squares (MLS) requirements (this is in fact, not a coincidence, see Section 2). Perrones and Kao introduced an algorithm [79] to avoid this difficulty, and also improved the accuracy of mixed derivatives. A robust
GFD method by Liszka and Orkisz [5,6] considered an arbitrary number of neighbors for higher
accuracy and matrix stability, resulting in an overdetermined system solved by weighted leastsquares. In meshfree terminology, this method employs second order basis with diffuse derivatives
for the solution of the strong form of the problem, see Section 2.6. In [6], Liszka formalized the
inclusion of the approximation of the primary variable in [5] and independently arrived at the moving least-squares (MLS) approximation [80] by Lancaster and Salkauskas. Many modern meshfree
methods originate from the employment of this approximation for solving PDEs.
1.2 Galerkin Meshfree Methods
The diffuse element method (DEM) [11] employed a MLS approximation for the Galerkin solution
of boundary value problems for the first time. The authors apparently also independently derived
the MLS approximation [80]. In this method, derivatives in the weak form are approximated by the
differentiation of a certain portion of the basis functions, which are considered “diffuse derivatives”. Section 2.6 gives and in depth discussion on the relationship between diffuse derivatives and
several other meshfree approximations.
Thereafter, Belytschko et al. [12–14] introduced the element-free Galerkin (EFG) method as an
improvement of DEM. They introduced Lagrange multipliers to enforce boundary conditions, and
used the full derivative of the MLS approximation functions in the Galerkin solutions of PDEs.
Further, they introduced higher order quadrature based on a background mesh to achieve enhanced
accuracy in the Galerkin solution. They showed that with these improvements, EFG gave superior
6

accuracy over employing diffuse derivatives and enforcing boundary conditions on nodal coefficients. Taking advantage of the ability to embed discontinuities into the approximation without
remeshing, as well as straightforward h-refinement, EFG was effectively applied to fracture mechanics problems [13,81,82].
Motivated by wavelet analysis, Liu et al. [23] introduced the reproducing kernel particle method
(RKPM) based on the reproducing kernel (RK) approximation, around the same time as the EFG
method was proposed (see Table 1). They demonstrated that the discrete version of the RK kernel
estimate offered favorable properties over DEM and SPH, and could serve as a correction to SPH,
which is particularly inaccurate near boundaries. It was shown by Chen et al. [24] that the discretizations of the continuous form of the RK approximation and the moment matrix needs to be done
in a consistent manner in order to preserve polynomial reproducibility. They then introduced a direct discrete reproducing kernel approximation [83] to avoid the trouble of determining the integration weights based on the continuous RK approximation. Error and convergence estimates for
RKPM with monomial bases have since been well established [84–87]. Based on the RKPM
method, a multiresolution extension has been proposed [84,88–90], as well as a related framework
which can yield synchronized convergence and a hierarchical partition of unity [91–93]. RKPM
has been shown to be particularly effective for large deformation problems [24,94–99], smooth
contact [100–102], multi-body contact, and fragment-impact problems [103–105], among others
(see Section 6). Adaptive refinement can also be implemented with relative ease compared to the
conventional mesh-based methods [88,90,106–108].
One major difference between meshfree and finite element approximations is that the meshfree
approximations such as MLS and RK are constructed without the need of mesh topology and they
are typically rational functions. Domain integration of the weak form poses considerable complexity in the Galerkin meshfree method. Employment of Gauss quadrature rules yields integration errors when background calls do not coincide with the shape function supports [109]. Direct nodal
integration, on the other hand, results in rank deficiency and loss of accuracy. The above mentioned
EFG and RKPM methods with Gauss quadrature or nodal integration do not pass the linear patch
test for non-uniform point distributions. A stabilized conforming nodal integration (SCNI) [46] has
been introduced to ensure passing the linear patch test and to remedy rank deficiency of direct nodal
integration. More recently, an extension of SCNI for quadratic basis functions has been proposed
[110]. A generalization of conditions for passing the linear patch test (for Galerkin exactness) to
arbitrary order has also been recently introduced under the framework of variational consistency
[61]. A variationally consistent integration (VCI) approach has been proposed that can be used as
a correction of any quadrature rules to achieve optimal rates of convergence. Stabilization of nodal
integration has also been proposed, including adding a residual of the equilibrium equation to the
nodally integrated potential energy functional [111], the stress point method by taking derivatives
away from the nodal points [75], and an approach based on an iterative correction of nodal integration for passing the patch test in conjunction with a least-squares type stabilization [77]. An in depth
discussion of progress made on quadrature will be presented in Section 3.3.
7

A series of meshfree methods have emerged based on the partition of unity (PU) framework by
Melenk and Babuška [31,32]. For a general survey of mathematical results concerning PU methods,
see [112]. In [33], Duarte and Oden introduced a meshfree method called hp clouds based on PU,
where the MLS approximations were enriched extrinsically (adding additional degrees of freedom
in the PU approximation) with higher order complete polynomials. This gave the ability to perform
p-adaptivity since bases could vary in space, in contrast to the MLS-based methods where this
would introduce a discontinuity. The completeness of the approximation depends on the order of
the complete monomials in the higher order enrichment. They also proposed p-refinement in the
enrichment of MLS with constant bases (using the Shepard function [113]). In [114], this concept
was extended to FEM for an hp finite element method. An important offshoot of the PU method is
the celebrated XFEM [28,29] which is an active area of research in finite elements.
In [27,115,116], the partition of unity finite element method was redesigned in a more general fashion and was labeled GFEM. Efforts have been devoted to algorithms that ease the linear dependency
which can occur in PU methods, and adaptive integration techniques have been proposed to enhance
integration of enrichment functions [116]. A GFEM implementation has been proposed where
meshes that are completely independent of geometry can be employed by using automatic generation of domain-conforming integration cells, with “hand-book” enrichments for features like corners, which greatly alleviates difficulty in meshing for solving PDEs on complex domains [27,115].
Thus, opposite to many meshfree Galerkin methods, the approximation is mesh-based but the integration scheme is meshfree. More recently, stable GFEM (SGFEM) was proposed in [117,118] that
gives far better conditioning of the stiffness matrix than GFEM. An approach where a local solution
can be embedded in the global solution under the framework of partition of unity to achieve computational efficiency and accuracy has also been recently introduced [119,120]. In this global-local
approach, the local solution is “patched” together by the global partition of unity functions. This
method has been applied to fracture modeling [121–123].
Based on the partition of unity methods, Griebel and Schweitzer [41] introduced the particle-partition of unity method, which considered the aspects of constructing a meshfree partition of unity
method under an arbitrary distribution of points. They systematically examined issues such as quadrature and constructing a PU subordinate to open cover [124], solvers and parallelization [125,126],
and boundary conditions in this non-interpolatory method [127].
In Galerkin meshfree methods, integration of the weak form often performed by a background mesh
(cf. [12]). The Meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method [38,128] introduced by Atluri and
Zhu [38] employed a local weak form for an MLS-based meshfree method, where the weak form
is formulated in local domains and avoids background cell integration. The local domain was selected to coincide with supports of test functions, resulting in each row of the stiffness matrix being
integrated over the local support of the test functions. They have also extended this method to a
boundary integral technique in [129]. De and Bathe introduced the method of finite spheres [42,130]
8

as a special case of MLPG, with additional modifications to improve boundary condition enforcement and quadrature.
A number of other Galerkin meshfree methods have been introduced, and here we name a few for
the sake of brevity. The natural element methods (NEMs) [39,40] employ natural neighbor interpolation, based on Voronoi diagrams of a set of arbitrarily distributed points. This includes the
Sibson Interpolants [131] and Laplace interpolants (non-Sibsonian interpolants) [132], which are
positive functions with partition of unity and ﬁrst order completeness. The radial point interpolation
method (RPIM) [50] uses a combination of radial and polynomial basis functions, which gives
completeness, the interpolation property, and offers efficient derivative computation. The local
RPIM (LRPIM) [49] employs the same approximation, but with a local weak form for a method
without background cells. Convex approximations for meshfree computation based on the principle
of maximum entropy (MaxEnt) [133] to achieve unbiased statistical inﬂuence of nodal data have
been proposed for the Galerkin solution of PDEs [54,55]. The approximation functions constructed
by maximum entropy (a measure of uncertainty) subjected to monomial reproducibility constraints
are positive, can interpolate aﬃne functions exactly, and have a weak Kronecker-delta property at
the boundary. Li, Ortiz, and co-workers proposed the optimal transport meshfree (OTM) method
[60] which utilizes maximum entropy approximations under the framework of optimal transport
theory [134]. In order to discretize the equations, material points are employed for mass transport,
and MaxEnt is employed for mapping of configurations. The MaxEnt approximation is continually
reconstructed and has been applied to fragment-impact problems [135,136]. Recently, higher order
versions of maximum entropy approximations have been developed in [137–140]. This approximation, as well as the RK and MLS approximations, were recently generalized under a unified framework in [141], and have been employed for convex approximations and the weak Kronecker-delta
property in the meshfree method [142–144].
Several other methods employ a mesh in an unconventional sense to alleviate mesh distortion difficulties in the mesh-based methods. The material point method [17,18,145], which originated from
the Particle-in-cell methods [146–148], uses an Eulerian background mesh for discretization of
PDEs while the masses, stresses and state variables live and are updated at Lagrangian points. The
generalization of MPM in [19] to the generalized interpolation material point (GIMP) method
avoids the cell-crossing instability due to rough interpolation functions in MPM by employing particle functions which smooth the grid approximation. The convected particle domain interpolation
(CPDI) method has been developed to improve GIMP by allowing the particle domains to distort
for more accuracy under shear deformation and large rotations [20]. CPDI also incorporates a modification to the background discretization to avoid the expensive integration that would be necessary
for integrating over the distorted particle domains. The free mesh method [36] reconstructs nodal
connectivity of a point cloud for FEM computation on the fly. Similarly, the meshless finite element
method [51] and the particle finite element method (PFEM) [52,53] reconstruct Delaunay tessellations [149] which give bounded O n time for efficiency, and use non-Sibsonian interpolation
9

[132]. In more recent developments, a second generation of PFEM (PFEM-2) has been proposed
which uses a fixed mesh that allows much larger time steps and avoids mesh reconstruction [21,22].
1.3 Collocation Meshfree Methods
An alternative approach to address domain integration issues in the Galerkin meshfree method is
by collocation of strong forms. In fact, collocation methods have been around seven decades [150–
153]. Although methods for interpolation of scattered data existed for at least five decades (cf. [154]
and references therein), it appears that employing them for strong form collocation methods for
solving PDEs did not emerge until Kansa’s seminal work [7,8]. The radial basis collocation method
(RCBM) [7,8] employs radial basis functions in the numerical solution of PDEs using strong form
collocation. The originator of the radial basis function (RBF) is Hardy [155,156] who introduced
them for interpolation problems. Hardy [156] showed that multiquadric RBFs is related to a consistent solution of the biharmonic potential problem and thus have a physical foundation. Buhmann
and Micchelli [157] and Chiu et al. [158] have shown that RBFs are related to prewavelets (wavelets that do not have orthogonality properties). Madych and Nelson [159] proved that multiquadric
RBFs and its partial derivatives have exponential convergence. Franke and Schaback [160] provided some theoretical foundation of the RBF method for solving PDEs. Wendland [161] derived
error estimates for the solution of smooth problems. Hu et al. [162] presented a radial basis collocation method including combined and alternative schemes for singularity problems. Cecial et al.
[163] proposed a numerical scheme for Hamilton–Jacobi equations. Li [164] developed a mixed
method for fourth-order elliptic and parabolic problems by using radial basis functions. More recently, Hu et al. derived weights for the collocation equations [10] for optimal convergence. Methods for incorporating weak and strong discontinuities have also been proposed [165,166], and
mixed formulations have been developed for constraint problems [167].
Most RBFs with collocation lead to very ill-conditioned discrete systems. Wong et al. [9] suggested
the use of multi-zone decomposition of the domain. Kansa and Hon [168] observed that the condition numbers of the discrete system of direct collocation methods can be greatly reduced by the
domain decomposition. The shape parameter of a RBF determines the locality of the RBF function
and thus greatly influences the linear dependency and in turn the condition number of the discrete
system as reported by Schaback and Hon [169]. Localized RBFs have been introduced by
Wendland [170] and truncated multiquadric RBFs have been proposed by Kansa and Hon [168] to
reduce the bandwidth of the discrete system. Global and local RBFs have been investigated by
Fasshauer [171] and smoothing methods and multilevel algorithms have been suggested. More recently, introducing compactly supported partition of unity functions in conjunction with RBFs has
been proposed to alleviate ill conditioning while maintaining exponential convergence [172].
Alternatively, approximations such as MLS or RK can be employed for the collocation solution of
PDEs, which naturally introduces compactly supported approximations. The finite point method
[35,173,174] by Oñate and co-workers in [35] employs weighted least-squares approximations at
10

each node. Collocation methods based on the RK approximation have also been introduced [43,44].
Hu et al. [44] have shown that strong form collocation methods based on approximations with monomial reproducing conditions exhibit algebraic convergence rates. In [45], implicit gradients
[92,93] were introduced to ease the burden of computing second order derivatives of RK shape
functions in the collocation of second order PDEs.
The moving particle semi-implicit method [30] has been proposed as an improvement of SPH in
the simulation of incompressible fluids. A Lagrangian description is utilized such that the tracking
of free surfaces is handled naturally. Derivative approximations based on a weighted average of
gradients calculated for each particle pair is employed to solve the Navier-Stokes equation explicitly, and the Poisson problem for pressure is solved implicitly. This method has been applied to the
analysis of dam breaking [30], breaking waves [175], and vapor explosions [176], among others.
More recently, several stability enhancements have been proposed for this method [177–180].
A strong form-based meshfree method Peridynamics [58] has been proposed based on the reformulation of governing solid mechanics equations into non-local integral equations [181]. Since the
governing equations do not contain derivatives, the formulation accommodates the presence of discontinuities without modification. This method has been shown to be a simple and effective approach in modeling fracture and fragmentation as it does not employ explicit tracking of cracks or
enrichment functions. A state-based Peridynamics (a generalization of the original bond-based
method) was proposed in [59] that allows standard constitutive models to be employed with the
method. Recently, plasticity, viscoplasticity as well as continuum damage mechanics have been
incorporated in this context [182–184]. Peridynamics has been shown to converge to the local
model when the length-scale goes to zero [185]. Very recently, this method has been shown to be
related to classical meshfree methods in [62], where it was shown that for uniform discretizations,
the deformation gradient in Peridynamics is equivalent to one constructed by implicit gradients
with quadratic basis, or Savitzky–Golay Filters [186].
This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce MLS and RK type approximations in Section
2 to demonstrate the unique properties of this class of approximations that relies only on a point
discretization, and elucidate the relationship between several meshfree approximations commonly
employed. For consistency in presenting the procedures of formulating discrete meshfree equations,
and to introduce the recent advances in meshfree solution procedures and their applications, the RK
approximation is generally employed throughout the paper although other type of meshfree approximations are available as described above. In Section 3, the Galerkin meshfree method is presented,
and the associated approaches for imposing the essential boundary conditions are discussed. Recent
advances in domain integration and the associated convergence, stability, and efficiency issues are
also addressed. An alternative approach for solving PDEs by strong form collocation with meshfree
approximations is presented in Section 4. The well-established radial basis collocation method and
the most recent reproducing kernel collocation methods are discussed, and their convergence and
stability properties are outlined. Various meshfree formulations for large deformation problems are
11

introduced in Section 5, and the recent developments of meshfree-based kernel contact formulations
and numerical algorithms are also presented. Several application problems in hyperelasticity, plasticity, damage, contact, and fragment-impact are given in Section 6 to demonstrate the effectiveness
of meshfree methods compared to the conventional finite element methods. The paper is concluded
with closing remarks and outlook in Section 7.

2. Meshfree Approximation Functions
In this section, we review several approximation functions employed in meshfree methods. Although there are many, for brevity we have chosen a few as representative of meshfree approximations as they form the basis for many Galerkin- and collocation-based meshfree methods.
2.1 Approximations Based on Least-Squares Methods
Let the domain of interest      be discretized by a set of Np points
S  x1 , , x Np | x I  with corresponding point numbers that form a set Z  I | x I  S . We
begin with the weighted least-squares approximation of a set of sample data  x I , u I I Z near x ,
denoted by uxh  x , which can be expressed as:
n

uxh  x    pi  x bi  x   p x Tb  x  ,

(1)

i 1

where  pi  xin1 are the basis functions and bi  x in1 are the corresponding coefficients that are
functions of the local position x . The coefficients bi  x in1 are obtained by the minimization of a
weighted least-squares measure, sampled at the discrete points in S:

J x   wa  x  x I   pT  x I  b  x   uI  ,
2

(2)

I Z

where wa  x  x I  is the weight function with compact support I  x | wa  x  x I   0 , and the
support size is denoted as “a”. Let us now define a set of point numbers of neighbors of x as
Gx  I | wa  x  x I   0 , the cardinality of which defines the m neighbors of x whose weight functions wa  x  x I  are non-zero at x .
Minimization of J x with respect to b x  leads to:

bx  A x

1

 w  x  x p x u ,
a

I Gx

A x 

I

I

 p  x  p  x  w  x  x .
T

I Gx

I

I
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a

I

I

(3)

Substituting (3) into the local approximation in (1) the weighted least squares (WLS) approximation
can be expressed as:

uxh  x  

   x, x  u ,

I Gx

I

I

 I  x, x   p x  A  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I  .
1

T

(4)

The WLS approximation constructs a polynomial function (as a function of x ) which is a leastsquares fit of the local data near x , with each data point weighted with wa  x  x I  . In the finite
point method [35], the WLS approximation is employed at each nodal point (setting x  x I for
each node I).
Now, we come to an interesting case: let x  x in (1)-(3). The approximation is then no longer
defined with respect to some point in the domain x , but is only a function of x , and thus we obtain
a global approximation in contrast to WLS. Essentially, for any given point x , one finds a weighted
least squares fit of the local data, but it is never evaluated anywhere else like in WLS. This approximation is termed the moving-least squares (MLS) approximation [80], which is obtained by letting
x  x in (1)-(3):
uh x 

  x u ,

I Gx

I

I

 I  x   p x T A  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I  ,
1

A x 

(5)

 p  x  p  x  w  x  x .
T

I

I Gx

I

a

I

Remarks 2.1
1. By setting wa  x  x I   1 , one obtains the least-squares (LS) approximation:
u h  x    I  x  uI ,
I Z

 I  x   p x T A 1p  x I  ,

(6)

A   p  x I  p T  x I .
I Z

2. The relationship between the least squares (LS), weighted least squares (WLS), and moving
least squares (MLS) approximations is summarized in the following table [187].
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Approximation
LS

u  x  p  x b
h

T

Least-squares measure

J    pT  x I  b  uI 

Least-squares approximation

u  x   p  x  A 1  p  x I  uI

2

I Z

WLS

uxh  x   p  x  b  x  J x 
T

A   p  xI  p

 w  x  x  p  x  b  x   u 
T

I Gx

T

h

a

I

I

I Z

2

I

uh  x  p  x b  x J x 
T

T

I Gx

A x 

 w  x  x  p  x  b  x   u 
T

I Gx

a

I

I

I

2

 xI 

uxh  p  x  A 1  x   p  x I  wa  x  x I  uI

 p x p x  w x  x 
T

I

I Gx

MLS

I Z

T

I

uh  x  p x A x
T

1

a

 p x  w x  x u
I

I Gx

A  x 

I

a

 p x p x  w x  x 
T

I Gx

I

I

a

I

Table 3. Comparison of LS, WLS, and MLS Approximations

3. In the case that m  n minimization of (2) leads to the solution pT  xI b xI   uI , equivalent
to enforcing interpolation of the data. In this context, as shown in [11] the finite element
approximation can be interpreted as a least-squares fit of the nodal values in each element
with m  n .
4. In the case m  n a weighted least-squares fit of the data is obtained. This means that the
MLS functions  I  x I Z are not interpolants, and u I is not the nodal value of u h  x  , i.e.,
u h  xI   uI . The imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions in the Galerkin approximation requires a different approach than in FEM, and will be discussed in Section 3.1.
5. Choosing constant basis p x  {1} in MLS results in a Shepard function [113].
6. The order of continuity in the weight function determines the order of continuity in the MLS
approximation. The weight function is directly analogous to the kernel function in the RK
approximation, so we defer the discussion of constructing weights to Section 2.4.
7. If the basis function vector consists of complete monomials, that is, p T  x   x n 0 ,
d
x  x11  x22   xdd , |  | i 1i , then the approximation in (5) is nth order complete:

  x  p  x   p  x  .

I Gx

I

I

(7)

8. At any given point x , a sufficient number of points’ weight functions need to cover x for
A x to be invertible. In addition, the points’ position cannot be collinear (or coplanar in
three dimensions) so that a linearly dependent system is avoided, see Reference [85] for
details.
9. For better conditioning of A x , MLS with shifted and normalized bases can be considered:
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I

I

 x  xI 
 wa  x  x I  ,
 a 
 x  xI  T  x  xI 
A x   p 
p 
 wa  x  x I .
a   a 
I Gx 

I  x  p  0 A  x  p 
1

T

(8)

The MLS approximation in (5) was first introduced for surface fitting through a given data set
 x I , u I I Z [6,80]. This approach was later rediscovered in the diffuse element method [11] for
solving PDEs, where  I  x  is used as an approximation function, and u I in (5) became the unknown coefficients to be solved by the Galerkin procedure. In the diffuse element method, derivatives in the weak form are approximated by the differentiation of the basis functions in (1), which
are considered “diffuse derivatives”, which will be discussed further in Section 2.6.
The celebrated element free Galerkin method by Belytschko, Lu, and Gu [12–14], which is regarded as the pioneering work that popularized meshfree methods, is an improvement of DEM
where the full derivatives of the MLS approximation are used in the Galerkin method. The MLS
approximation is also employed in MLPG [38], moving least squares particle hydrodynamics
(MLSPH) [37], moving least squares RKPM [85,188], hp clouds [33,34], the finite point method
[35], among others (see Table 1).
2.2 Kernel Estimate
The concept of a kernel estimate (KE) was first introduced by Lucy [3] and Gingold and Monaghan
[4] as a starting point of formulating SPH. Although in SPH the kernel estimate is applied directly
to a PDE, the smoothing function used in this process plays the same role as the test function in the
Galerkin approximation. To examine the completeness in the KE, here we consider the kernel estimate of a function u(x) , denoted by u h ( x) , as
u h x 

 us   x  s ds ,
a

(9)

d

where  a  x  is a kernel function (called a smoothing function in SPH) with support measure a . If
the compactly supported kernel  a  x  mimics a delta function:
1.  a  x     x  as a  0 ,
2.

  xd  1 ,
a

then the kernel estimate of a function when a  0 can be obtained by replacing a  x  s  by

  x  s in (9), and thus u h (x)  u (x) as a  0 .
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Considering a finite domain, the integration in (9) can then be carried out numerically at the set of
points S, as before, as
u h  x    a  x  s us ds


(10)

 a  x  x I VI uI .

I Gx

The approximation in (10) can be written in terms of KE shape functions  I  x  :

u h  x 

  x u ,

I Gx

I

I

(11)

 I  x   a  x  x I VI .

For kernels with properties such as normalization and symmetry, the KE approximation can satisfy
partition of unity or even first order completeness under certain conditions such as in uniform node
distributions of the interior of the domain. However, near the boundary and in irregular node distributions, partition of unity is not satisfied in general, as illustrated in Figure 2. This has motivated
the development of several corrections to SPH (there are numerous reviews, we refer to [189] for
more details) and alternative meshfree methods such as RKPM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Partition of unity check (  IG  I  x  1 ) of KE approximation in (a)
x

uniform discretization, and (b) non-uniform discretization.
2.3 Reproducing Kernel Approximation
The reproducing kernel particle method [23,24,190] was formulated based on the reproducing kernel (RK) approximation under the Galerkin framework. The RK approximation [23,190] was proposed for solving PDEs to improve the accuracy of the SPH method for finite domain problems. In
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this method, the kernel function in the kernel estimate was modified by introducing a correction
function to allow reproduction of various functions:
u h  x     x, x  s u s ds,


 x, x  s   a  x  s C  x, x  s 

(12)

C  x, x  s   P  x  s c x 
T

where C x, x  s  is a correction function. The vector P x  s forms a basis, while the coefficients
c x are solved for by considering the Taylor expansion of us  :

us  
where 

1
 x  s   u x  ,

  0 !


(13)

is a multi-index with the notation   1 ,  2 ,

x  x11  x22 

 xdd ,  !  1 ! 2 !  d ! , and

  1 2

d  ,

  1   2 

d / x11 x22

xdd . Substituting

(13) into the kernel estimation in (12) leads to

1
m  x  u x ,
 1 !


u h  x   m0  x u x   
m0  x     x, x  s ds,

.

(14)



m  x     x  s   x, x  s ds.


For nth order completeness, we have the following conditions on the moments m  x  :
m0  x   1,
m  x   0,

  1,..., n.

(15)

These conditions can be expressed as:


T
  P x  s P  x  s ds  c x   P 0  .



Solving for c x , one obtains the continuous reproducing kernel approximation:
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 d ,

(16)

u h  x     x, x  s u s ds,


 x, x  s   a  x  s P T  x  s M 1  x P x  s 

(17)

M x    P x  s P T  x  s ds,


where M x is the moment matrix; the term comes from the vanishing moments of the Taylor
expansion of us  .
In practice, numerical integration must be employed in order to form an approximation, which can
be carried out as:

u h  x 

  x, x  x

I Gx

I

uI VI 

  x u ,

I Gx

I

I

 x, x  x I   a  x  x I P T  x  x I M 1  x P x  x I 
M x  

 P x  x

I Gx

I

(18)

P T  x  x I VI .

The shape functions in (18) and their summation are shown in Figure 3 for n=1 for illustration,
where the same kernel as the KE is employed, demonstrating that the correction corrects incompleteness in the KE approximation near boundaries in uniform discretizations. The KE and corresponding RK shape functions and their summation is shown in Figure 4 for a non-uniform discretization, which demonstrates that the RK approximation also corrects for incompleteness in the KE
in non-uniform node distributions as well. The RK approximation can also provide arbitrarily
higher order completeness if desired.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. KE and RK approximations in a uniform discretization: (a) shape functions, and (b)
partition of unity check (  IG  I  x  1 ).
x
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. KE and RK approximations in a non-uniform discretization: (a) shape
functions, and (b) parstition of unity check (  IG  I  x  1 ).
x

Chen et al. [24] showed that the numerical integration of the moment matrix and the RK approximation in (17) must be evaluated in a consistent manner (i.e., using the same quadrature weights
 VI in (18)) in order to preserve the consistency of the approximation. A discrete reproducing
kernel approximation was then introduced in [83] which satisfies the reproducing conditions while
omitting the quadrature weights:

uh  x 

   x u ,

I Gx

I  x  p

T

I

I

 x  x I  c  x  a  x - x I  .

(19)

Under the discrete framework, a  x  x I  plays the same role as the weight function wa  x  x I  in
MLS. The coefficient vector c  x  is obtained by enforcing the exact reproduction of the bases, that
is, if uI  pi  x I  , then u h  x   pi  x  :

   x p  x   p  x .

I Gx

I

I

(20)

When  pi  xin1 is a set of complete monomials, obtaining c  x  from (20) yields the same approximation as MLS in (5), and the remarks in Section 2.1 apply. On the other hand, if non-monomial bases are used as  pi  xin1 , solving c x from (20) yields a different approximation than
MLS. Further, the RK approximation can be extended to achieve synchronized convergence [91–
93] and implicit gradient approximations [191], which deviate from the MLS approximation as will
be discussed in Section 2.6. Detail discussions of RK approximation properties can be found in
[85,192,193]. The RK approximation is the basis of the reproducing kernel particle method
(RKPM) [23,24], the reproducing kernel collocation method (RKCM) [44], among others (see Tables 1 and 2).
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2.4 Construction of Weight Functions and Kernel Functions for MLS and RK
Hereafter we use the terms kernel and weights interchangably, as they play the exact same role in
the least squares (1)-(2) and discrete RK (19)-(20) approximations. Typically kernel functions are
chosen as smooth, compactly supported functions. To take an example, the cubic B-spline kernel
function shown in Figure 5 is:

 2
2
3
 3  4z  4z

4
4
a ( x  s ) =: a ( z ) =   4 z  4 z 2  z 3
3
3
0




for 0  z 

1
2

1
| xs|
 z 1 , z =
.
2
a
for z > 1

for

(21)

Figure 5. Kernel function a ( x  s ) .
A multi-dimensional kernel function a (x  x I ) can be constructed by using the kernel function in
one-dimension with box support as:
d

a (x  x I ) = ai ( xi  xiI ) .

(22)

i =1

Alternatively, one can construct a multidimensional kernel with spherical support from the onedimensional kernel as

a (x  s ) = a ( z ), z =

xs
.
a

The box support in (22) and spherical support in (23) are illustrated in Figure 6.
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(23)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Rectangular and (b) circular supports of the 2-dimensional kernel function
a  x  s  .
2.5 Partition of Unity Methods
The hp clouds (HPC) [33,34] and the generalized finite element method (GFEM) [27,194] were
developed based on the general framework of the partition of unity [31,32]. The partition of unity
property is essential for convergence in Galerkin approximation of PDEs [32]. Let a domain be
covered by overlapping patches I ,   IZ I , each of which is associated with a function which
is nonzero only in I , and has the following property

   x  1 .

I Gx

0
I

(24)

An example of a partition of unity function is the Shepard function. The partition of unity can be
used as a paradigm for construction of approximation functions with desired order of completeness
or with enrichment of special bases representing characteristics of the PDEs. An example of PU is
the following approximation [32]:

u h  x 

l
 k

0


x

a
P

x


qiI gi  x   ,


I
  iI i
I Gx
i 1
 i 1


(25)

where Pi  xik1 are monomial bases used to impose completeness, and qiI  xil 1 are other enhancement functions. Equation (25) is called an extrinsic adaptivity.
MLS and RK with constant basis yields a PU function  0I (x) , and MLS and RK with complete
monomials of degree k , denoted as  kI (x) , can be viewed as PU with intrinsic enrichment (adding
functions to the bases) [195]. Duarte and Oden [33] extended PU with extrinsic refinement as follows:
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u  x 
h



I Gx

l

k
I

 x (uI   biI qi  x  ) ,

(26)

i 1

where qi  x  is the extrinsic basis which can be a monomial basis of any order greater than k or a
special enhancement function. The extrinsic adaptivity allows the basis to vary from node to node,
whereas intrinsic basis in MLS and RK cannot be changed without introducing a discontinuity. A
good overview and comparison of the meshfree approximations discussed can be found in
[189,195,196]. A reproducing kernel element method (RKEM) which uses ﬁnite element shape
functions as the PU function with enriched bases has been proposed in [197] to achieve combined
advantages of FEM (Kronecker-delta property) and polynomial reproducibility.
2.6 Derivative Approximations in Meshfree Methods
Several techniques have been employed for approximating derivatives in meshfree methods. Remarkably, though several researchers independently arrived at various approximations that seem
unique, all of the approximations discussed herein are very closely related, and in most cases equivalent. The derivations of these methods can be unified and made clear under the discrete RK/MLS
approximation with non-shifted monomial basis (5).
i). Direct Derivatives
The simplest way to obtain an approximation of derivatives is to directly differentiate an approximation of the primary variable. In this way, the derivatives in the solution of PDEs are consistent
with the approximation. This was first introduced in the EFG method [12] for solving the PDEs
with MLS. If we consider using the MLS approximation (5), an approximation for the derivative
can be obtained by differentiating the approximation of the primary variable:
 u  x   u h  x  

    x  u ,
I

I Gx

I

  I  x    p  x  A  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I 
1

T

+ p  x   A  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I 
T

1



(27)

+ p  x  A  x  p  x I   wa  x  x I  ,
T

1

where  is a multi-index. The cost of computing the above is generally high, since the cost in
computing MLS/RK shape functions is mostly comprised of matrix operations (see [198]). Thus,
differentiation of A x 1 , and the many matrix operations involved makes this type of derivative
computationally expensive. On the other hand, using these definitions, one is able to obtain higher
accuracy in the solution of PDEs than diffuse derivatives used in DEM [12]. The direct derivative
is employed in most Galerkin and Collocation methods.
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ii). Diffuse Derivatives
In the diffuse element method [11], derivatives in the Galerkin equation are approximated by “diffuse” derivatives of u h  x  . In this method, when differentiating the MLS approximation, the derivatives of the coefficients of the bases in (1) are neglected, which actually vary due to the moving
nature of the approximation ( x  x ). To make this clear, examining (1) and (5) we have for the
MLS approximation:

u h  x   p x T A  x 

1

 p x  w x  x u
I

I Gx

a

I

I

.

(28)

b  x
In the diffuse derivatives, the derivatives of u x are approximated as:

  u  x    p x  T b  x 
  p  x  A  x 
T

1

 p x  w x  x u
I

I Gx



a

I

I

(29)

   x  u .

I Gx

I

I

By employing (29) the approximation to  u  x  is just as smooth as the approximation to u x ,
and it retains the completeness properties of the true derivative  u h  x  [11]. One other advantage
of this method is that taking derivatives of A x 1 is circumvented, although at the cost of accuracy
in the solution of PDEs as mentioned previously.
The diffuse derivative can be derived as follows. Rather than differentiating the approximation of
the primary variable to obtain an approximation of derivatives, one can consider constructing an
approximation to the derivative directly. First, at a given fixed point x , one can construct a
weighted least-squares approximation (4). Then, an approximation to  u  x  at x , can be obtained
by differentiation of that approximation with respect to the moving variable x :
 u  x 

 uxh  x  

   x, x  u ,
I

I Gx

I

 I  x, x    p x T A  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I  ,
1

A x 

(30)

 p  x  p  x  w  x  x .
T

I Gx

I

I

a

I

Finally, the approximation is made global by taking x  x as in the MLS approximation:
 u  x 

   uxh  x  

xx
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   x u

I Gx

I

I

,

(31)

where  I is the diffuse derivative shape function in (29).
iii). Implicit Gradients and Synchronized Derivatives
The implicit gradient was introduced as a regularization in strain localization problems without
taking direct derivatives [191], where the idea came directly from the synchronized RK approximation [91–93] as a way to approximate derivatives. In the implicit gradient method, derivative
approximations are constructed directly by employing the same form as the RK shape function (19):

I  x   c  x  p  x  x I  a  x - x I  .

(32)

The coefficients c  x  are obtained from the following gradient reproducing conditions, analogous to (20):

   x  px   px .

I Gx

(33)

I

Following the usual procedures in RK approximations, the implicit gradient RK approximation is:

   x  u ,

 u  x 

I Gx

I

I

I  x    p x T M  x  p  x I  wa  x  x I  ,
1

(34)

 p  x  p  x  w  x  x .

M x 

T

I Gx

I

I

a

I

Comparing (34) to (29), we see that implicit gradient are indeed diffuse derivatives. Implicit gradients have been employed for regularization in strain localization problems [191] to avoid the need
of ambiguous boundary conditions associated with the standard gradient-type regularization methods, and easing the computational cost of meshfree collocation methods [45]. The idea has also
been introduced as a stabilization of meshfree solutions of convection dominated problems without
the need for high order differentiation of the test function [199].
In [191], it was shown that (34) is equivalent to:

 I  x   p T M  x  p  x  x I  wa  x  x I  ,
1

M  x 

 p  x  x  p  x  x  w  x  x ,
T

I Gx

p  0,

I

I

, 0, !  , 0,

 entry
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a

I

, 0T ,

(35)

which is the same expression as the synchronized derivatives proposed in [91–93], scaled by  ! ,
with the difference in sign emanating from the convention in shifting the bases. In this form the
reproduction of derivative terms can be seen by examining alternative vanishing moment conditions
in (14) and (15). Using this idea, in [91] it was shown that employing certain linear combinations
of synchronized derivatives and the RK approximation, synchronized convergence can be obtained
in the L2 norm and H k norms up to some order k with the proper selection of coefficients C in
the following:
n

 I  x    I  x    C I  x  .

(36)

 1

Since the additional terms in the above satisfy partition of nullity, they termed the resulting approximation (36) a hierarchical partition of unity [92,93].
iv). Generalized Finite Difference Methods
In the finite difference work by Liszka and Orkisz [5,6], derivative approximations were constructed directly by satisfaction of truncated Taylor expansions. Here we begin with this method,
as it is a generalization of previous similar methods. In [6], the generalized finite difference method
started with the Taylor expansion of function u x about at point u x I  truncated to a given order
n:

u x I  

1
 x  x I   u x  .

  0 !
n

(37)

In order to solve for approximations of the derivatives, and the approximation of u x , the above
can be evaluated at m points in a stencil (or “star” in GFD terminology) surrounding x , and one
obtains the system
u  R xJuh  x  R xuJh  x ,

where uh  x u x,   u x,
of 1 / !n 0 and

,

 n

u  u x1 

(38)

u xT is the vector of unknowns, J is a diagonal matrix

 u xI 
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 u xm  ,
T

(39)

 x  x1    p T  x  x1  
 

 

 x  x I     p T  x  x I   ,
 

 

 x  x m   p T  x  x m  

1 x  x1


R x   1 x  xI


1 x  xm

(40)

where I=1,…,m is a local node numbering. Now, if the number of points in the “star” (stencil) is
equal to the number of unknowns, then a solution to the system can be obtained by solving (38)
directly, which is the method proposed by Jensen [78]. Selecting a suitable star such that the resulting system is not linearly dependent was one of the essential troubles of the early GFD methods, as
the number of points in the star was fixed, and each point in the star had to be of sufficient “quality”
to avoid linear dependence, leading to a difficult situation. While effort was made at the time for
better star selection, Liszka and Orkisz [5,6] greatly improved upon the method by considering that
a larger number of points in the star could be used, and the resulting over-determined system could
be solved by least squares, or weighted least squares:
T xuhJ  x = RT  xW xu ,

(41)

where W x is a matrix of weights, and with the proper selection of W x :

 wa  x  x1 


0
W x  = 



0


0
wa  x  x I 
0




,
0


wa  x  x m  
0

(42)

T x  = R T  x W x R x  is exactly the matrix A x for MLS, and the moment matrix M x in the

discrete RK approximation with monomials.
Solving the system (41), we then have

uh  x 

J

I Gx

M1  x P x  x I wa  x  x I  uI .

1

(43)

Then, to obtain the approximation for u x , we can pre-multiply the right hand side of (43) by
P 0 to obtain the first row of the vector uh on the left hand side of (43), and as the first entry of
J 1 is unity, immediately the MLS approximation is obtained. One can also identify a row in the
left hand side of (43) corresponding to the approximation of  u  x  , as the premultiplication of
right hand side of (43) by p in (35), and we see immediately that the generalized finite differences
are also indeed the diffuse derivative approximations.
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Remark 2.2
Comparing the GFD and synchronized derivatives to the RK approximation, one can observe
that the moment matrix contains information on how to approximate the primary variable as
well as derivatives.
v). Savitzky–Golay Filters and Peridynamics
Very recently, Bessa et al. [62] made the connection between synchronized derivatives, SavitzkyGolay filters [186], and Peridynamics. They showed that under uniform discretizations, the deformation gradient in nodally collocated state-based Peridynamics [59] is equivalent to employing
Savitzky-Golay filters for constructing the deformation gradient. In addition, they showed that this
approximation was a special case of diffuse derivatives with quadratic basis and flat kernels. They
suggested that this was likely also true in the non-uniform case, as the procedures described herein
to generate diffuse derivatives could be considered as a generalization of Savitzky-Golay filters.
The precise connection between meshfree approximations and Peridynamics under general nonuniform discretizations will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

3. Galerkin Based Meshfree Method
The meshfree approximation functions discussed in the previous sections can be used to form finite
dimensional spaces for the numerical solution of PDEs under either the Galerkin framework (this
section) or the strong form collocation framework (Section 4). For demonstration purposes, consider the following elasticity problem:

    b  0 in  ,
n  h
on h ,
ug,
on g ,

(44)
(45)
(46)

where u is the displacement vector,   C : u is the Cauchy stress tensor, C is the elasticity
tensor, u  =  s u  1/ 2  u + u    is the strain tensor, n is the surface normal on  , b is
the body force, h is the prescribed traction on h , g is the prescribed displacement on g ,
g  h   , and g  h   .

In the Galerkin statement of the problem, for generality we consider the solution u and its variation
v approximated with meshfree shape functions by uh and vh , respectively, as
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uh x 

   x u ,

I Gx

v x 
h

I

I

 ˆ  x v ,

I Gx

I

(47)

I

where  I and ˆI are meshfree shape functions, possibly different from each other, and uI INp1 is
the set of unknowns. Note that in the Bubnov-Galerkin case ˆI  x   I  x  .
3.1 Enforcement of Essential Boundary Conditions
Essential boundary condition enforcement in the traditional finite element method is generally
straightforward due to the property that nodal coefficients in the approximation coincide with the
values at the nodes, and therefore, kinematic constraints can be imposed directly on the nodal coefficients. Most meshfree methods on the other hand, do not enjoy this property, and special attention must be paid to enforcing essential (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. The enforcement of essential boundary conditions in meshfree methods can generally be classified into two types of enforcement: (1) Strong enforcement at nodes, i.e., collocation of the essential boundary condition at nodes
on the essential boundary, and (2) weak enforcement of conditions along the essential boundary.
We do note a few exceptions to these cases later in the text. The Galerkin approximation of (44)(46) has been formulated with the methods to be discussed as follows.
i). Strong Enforcement of Essential Boundary Conditions
One way to strongly enforce essential boundary conditions at nodes is to utilize the relationship
between nodal coefficients and field values at the nodes [24,201–205], called the transformation
method or collocation method. It appears that several researchers had arrived at this formulation
independently around the same time. These relationships yield matrix equations that operate on
nodal values, and thus kinematic constraints can be imposed directly with static condensation. This
transformation can be constructed such that inverting a transformation matrix only related to the
constrained degrees of freedom is necessary [201,204,205]. One can note that in essence, this
method is a special case of the Lagrange multiplier method where the approximation of the multiplier is a delta function [205].
Modification to the standard meshfree approximation functions has been proposed so that that nodal
degrees of freedom coincide with field variables [87,205–207]. Some of these special constructions
of shape functions are introduced at constrained nodes only, such as the use of a singular weight
function [205,207], as first suggested by Shepard, as well as Lankaster and Sulkus [80,113]. A
scheme was proposed in [87] where an MLS-based method which has interpolation property. Coupling with FEM shape functions in the discretization on the boundary has also been proposed, to
take advantage of the finite element method’s ability to easily impose boundary conditions (see,
e.g., [208,209]).
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Methods which impose boundary conditions strongly offer very simple implementation of enforcement of essential boundary conditions. In addition, compared to other methods mentioned later in
the text, no additional degrees of freedom, special matrix terms with boundary integration, or parameters to choose are present. With these approaches, a kinematically admissible finite dimensional space can be constructed, and the Galerkin approximation of (44)-(46) can be formulated as
seeking u h U h   H 1g d such that vh V h   H01 d :
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v h  hd .
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ii). Weak Enforcement of Essential Boundary Conditions
In the seminal work on EFG by Belytschko et al. [12], Lagrange multipliers were employed to
weakly enforce boundary conditions. In this approach, the Galerkin approximation seeks
u h ,  h   U h   h such that  v h ,  h   V h   h , with U h  U , V h  V ,    h , and    h , the
following equation holds:
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g

where U  V   H 1 ()d ,      L2 ( g )d ; and  h and  h are approximations of the Lagrange
multiplier  and its variation  , respectively:
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,

I GxB

where  I and ˆ I are shape functions, GxB is the set of nodes associated with the enforcing the
essential boundary conditions which cover x , and  I INp1 is a set of additional unknowns,
representing tractions on the essential boundary.
While straightforward, this method results in a positive semi-definite matrix and also adds degrees
of freedom to the system. In addition, to ensure numerical stability, the choice of the finite
dimensional spaces are subject to the Babuška-Brezzi stability condition. The work in [14] proposes
an alternative approach called the modified variational principle, where the Lagrange multiplier is
replaced by its physical counterpart (e.g., the traction in elasticity) as constructed by the primary
approximation space, and does not suffer from these issues. It can be noted that this approach is a
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special case of Nitche’s method [210] with penalty parameter of zero, which in this case the bilinear
form is not guaranteed to be coercive [127].
Imposing essential boundary conditions weakly using the penalty method has been employed in
meshfree formulations (cf. [38,201]), and is an attractive choice due to its simplicity. It does not
add degrees of freedom, and it is simple to implement. However, using this approach, the solution
may not converge optimally [209]. In addition, the solution error is sensitive to the choice of penalty
parameter employed, as large parameters can cause ill-conditioning of the system, while smaller
parameters do not enforce boundary conditions well [209]. It is also noted that with the penalty
method, the weak form does not attest to the strong form.
Nitche’s method [210] can also be employed, which is essentially a combination of the penalty
method and the modified variational principle. This method attests to the strong form, and also
relaxes the strong dependence of the solution accuracy on the choice of the penalty parameter, thus
addressing the issues with the penalty method. Using this technique, the solution is stable and convergent with the proper selection of the penalty parameter [127,209,210]. In [209] they showed that
for two-dimensional problems, if the penalty parameter is of order h2 optimal convergence could
be achieved. In [127], it was demonstrated that one can estimate a parameter that gives optimal
convergence by using an eigenvalue problem. Using this approach, the Galerkin problem is to find
uh U h such that vh U h the following equation holds:
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where  is a penalty parameter, and U h   H 1 d . It is worth mentioning a few other approaches
which do not strictly fall into any one of the two categories. In [202], the D’Alembert’s principle
was utilized to enforce constraints. A novel way to impose boundary conditions strongly using only
one layer of FEM elements was proposed in [211].
To summarize, due to the lack of Kronecker delta property, imposing boundary conditions in
meshfree methods is not as straightforward as in finite elements. However, substantial effort has
been made to address this issue, and many methods offer ease of implementation as well as other
attractive features. In particular, Nitche’s method is straightforward to implement, efficient, and
optimally convergent and stable given the proper selection of the penalty parameter [127]. Another
attractive option is modifying the approximation space near the boundary [87,205,207], where no
matrix construction and operations are involved as in transformation methods [24,201–205]. In this
approach, there is also no stability condition, nor selection of any parameters. The method is simple
to implement, efficient, and it can be easily introduced into existing finite element codes which
implicitly operate on generalized displacements.
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Lastly, several meshfree methods do not require special treatment of boundary conditions such as
the Maximum Entropy method [54,55] which enjoys the weak Kronecker delta property. An interesting recent development is the introduction of a generalization of MLS, RK and ME approximations in [141,144], where consistency, convexity, and the weak Kronecker delta property, can be
obtained in various combinations such as MLS with weak Kronecker delta at the boundary, and
higher order convex approximations.
3.2 Convergence of the Meshfree Method in PDEs
The convergence of the Galerkin meshfree method using MLS/RK/PU approximation with pth order
completeness has been shown to be [84–87]:
u  uh

,

 Ca p 1 u

p 1,

,

 0,

(52)

where a is the maximum support dimension of the approximation functions and C is independent
of a and p. While the convergence rate in meshfree approximations with pth order completeness
yields the same rate of convergence compared to that of p-order finite elements, the constant C can
be made smaller in meshfree methods with proper selection of smoothness in the meshfree approximation. Consider a Poisson problem on  :  0,1   0,1 with a high order solution:

 2u   x 2  y 2 e xy
u  e xy

in 
.
on 

(53)

The problem above is solved with linear finite elements (p=1, C 0 continuity) and linear RKPM
with quintic B-spline kernels with normalized support of 2.5 (p=1, C 4 continuity), both with uniform discretizations of 81, 289, 1089, and 4225 nodes. As seen in Figure 7, both methods yield
similar rates of convergence, yet the error is much lower for RKPM. The final ratio between the
errors in this case is roughly 1/8 for the L2 norm and 1/6 for the H 1 semi-norm.

Figure 7. Convergence of linear FEM and linear RKPM in a second
order PDE with a smooth solution. Rates are indicated in the legend.
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3.3 Domain Integration
A key issue in weak form-based Galerkin methods is the choice of a quadrature scheme to perform
domain integration. The problems at hand can be generally categorized as: (1) influence of domain
integration error on solution error and convergence rates; and (2) rank instability in the solution
with the choice of particular quadrature schemes such as nodal integration.
i). Quadrature Schemes for Efficient and Convergent Meshfree Solutions
In the early development of meshfree methods, Gauss integration using background cells, as shown
in Figure 8, was commonly employed [12,24,190,195]. However, difficulty in obtaining accuracy
in domain integration can be encountered when shape functions are rational, as they often are in
meshfree methods (see Table 1), and Gauss integration cannot always accurately evaluate integrals
in the Galerkin equation. Another major source of quadrature error is the misalignment of integration cells and shape function supports [109], which is typically the case in a general setting, as
shown in Figure 8. As a result of these difficulties, large error can be introduced into the solution
if careful attention is not paid to domain integration, and optimal convergence rates can be lost. In
particular, the solutions under uniform discretizations generally do not suffer from integration issues, while the solutions under non-uniform discretizations are sensitive to the choice of domain
integration [61].

Figure 8. Gauss integration with a zoom-in showing nodal supports.
For illustration, various orders of quadrature are employed in background Gauss cells for RKPM
with linear basis, for solving (53) with the non-uniform discretizations shown in Figure 9. As seen
in Figure 10, 5  5 Gauss integration is needed to attain optimal convergence rates (at least a rate
of two and one in the L2 norm H 1 semi-norm, respectively).
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It has been recognized by many researchers that high order quadrature is necessary in order to
ensure acceptable convergence rates and accuracy in the solution [46,61,109,212]; this is prohibitively expensive in any practical problem. Because of this difficulty, many approaches have been
developed to circumvent this issue.

Figure 9. Non-uniform discretizations used in the convergence study.

Figure 10. Convergence of RKPM with linear basis with various integration
methods. Convergence rates are indicated in the legend, where “NC” denotes
no convergence.
The solution error due to misalignment of meshfree supports and integration cells has motivated
several algorithms. In [109] cells were constructed that aligned with the supports which significantly reduced the solution error due to numerical integration. Procedures were proposed in [124]
to construct integration cells based on the structure of overlapping compact supports. In a similar
spirit, a support integration scheme has also been developed in [213].
One condition leveraged in meshfree literature is the divergence constraint (often termed the integration constraint) on the test function space and numerical integration, necessary for satisfying
the linear patch test [46,77,214]:
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where “^” over the integral symbol denotes numerical integration. In [77], an iterative technique to
satisfy this condition via modification of approximation functions was proposed.
One particularly effective approach to achieve (54) is the stabilized conforming nodal integration
(SCNI) by Chen et al. [46], which employs nodal integration with gradients smoothed over conforming representative nodal domains, as shown in Figure 11(b), converted to boundary integration
using the divergence theorem:
 I  x L  

1
WL
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  d  W   nd ,
I

L

I

(55)

L L

where WL is the integration weight associated with node L , and  denotes the smoothed gradient
operator. In this method, smoothed gradients are employed for both test and trial functions, as the
NP
approximation (55) enjoys first order completeness [61]. If the smoothing domains LL
1 are
conforming, nodal integration with smoothed gradients  meets the condition (54) [46]. The
smoothed gradient at the nodal point in (24) is then introduced in the weak form and integrated with
nodal integration to form the stiffness matrix, see [46] for details. This approach has also been
applied to large deformation problems with strain smoothing applied to the nodal evaluation of the
deformation gradient [47].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Nodal integration schemes in meshfree methods: (a) direct nodal integration,
(b) stabilized conforming nodal integration, and (c) stabilized non-conforming nodal
integration.
This method yields optimal convergence for linear approximation spaces, as shown in Figure 12,
and provides a far more effective approach than Gauss integration. In addition, the method can
serve as a correction to direct nodal integration (DNI), as shown in Figure 11(a), which suffers from
significant convergence problems, as seen in Figure 10. For fragment-impact problems where
maintaining conforming cells is cumbersome, a non-conforming version of SCNI has been
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proposed in [215,216], termed stabilized non-conforming nodal integration (SNNI); this scheme is
depicted in Figure 11(c). The relaxation of the conforming condition sacrifices optimal
convergence, as seen in Figure 10, but is still efficient, and maintains superior stability over DNI.
The reduced accuracy in SNNI compared to SCNI can be corrected to recover optimal convergence
by variationally consistent integration [61], to be discussed in later in the text.
The SCNI method has been extended to many methods and problems: non-linear solid mechanics
problems [47], the natural element method [48], the Schrödinger equation [217], plate and shell
problems [218–220], and more recently, convection dominated problems [199] and coupled
analysis of fluid-saturated porous media [221].

Figure 12. Convergence of RKPM with linear basis with various integration methods with and
without variational consistency. Variationally consistent methods are denoted with the prefix
“VC-”; q order of Gauss integration (GI) is denoted with the suffix “-q”. Convergence rates are
indicated in the legend.
The concept of strain smoothing in SCNI has also been applied to the finite element methods. The
Ph.D. thesis of Guan [222] first introduced the strain smoothing in SCNI to finite elements as the
basis for coupling FEM and RKPM with unified discretization and domain integration. Various
nodal and element strain smoothing techniques have been proposed by Liu et al. for finite elements,
and are termed the smoothed finite element methods [2,223,224]. The SCNI method has been
shown to be grounded in variational principles [225].
In a recent development, a framework of variationally consistent integration (VCI) has been proposed by Chen, Hillman, and Rüter [61], where a generalization of the integration constraints in
SCNI to arbitrary order revealed that the divergence condition in (54) is a special case of an integration by parts constraint necessary in order to obtain nth order Galerkin exactness in the solution:
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where u  c x , and here we have included the possibility of different test and trial functions.
One significant result is that with the satisfaction of these constraints, Galerkin orthogonality is
restored up to order n [226]. Approximation spaces compatible with numerical integration in the
form of the above have been termed VCI methods. Using this technique, optimal convergence can
be attained using far lower-order quadrature than would otherwise be required [61]. For VC conditions for other mechanics problems, consult reference [61].
A Petrov-Galerkin method with enriched test functions has been proposed in [61] to satisfy the
constraints, by leveraging the fact that (56) involves the test functions, while the trial functions are
constructed to be nth order complete. This method can be employed to correct any integration
method at hand (as well as any approximation space cf. [227]), such as nodal integration. As seen
in Figure 12, optimal convergence rates can be attained using various low order quadrature schemes
(including DNI and SNNI) using the variationally consistent methods. In [110], a method called
QC3 was proposed that satisfies the second order constraints, which was shown to be a generalization of the SCNI technique to second order. Very recently, a two-level smoothing technique has
been proposed in [228] that is second-order exact, and was shown to provide even further efficiency
over QC3. Mathematical analysis of the effect of the accuracy of domain integration has been provided Babuška and colleagues in [229,230], where a zero-row sum condition and corrected quadrature scheme to achieve VC conditions were proposed.
ii). Stabilization of Nodal Integration
Several of the methods discussed in the previous text offer viable quadrature techniques to yield
efficient and convergent solutions in the Galerkin meshfree method. However, nodal integration
such as the direct nodal integration scheme shown in Figure 11(a), is often desired so that stress
and state variables “live” at the nodes, and also because it offers a technique devoid of meshes.
Another reason this method is often pursued is its simplicity and efficiency. While the inaccuracy
and non-convergent properties of nodal integration (see [46,61,111] for additional examples) can
be addressed by methods mentioned in the previous text, as seen in Figure 10, the instability in the
solution due to nodal integration type methods is widely recognized [46,74,111].
The instability resulting from nodal integration can be attributed to vanishing derivatives of shortwavelength (two times the nodal spacing) modes, and thus have little or no energy, and can grow
unbounded in the solution [46,74,111]. In essence, the strain energy density is severely underestimated for this mode.
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One way to circumvent this instability is to employ methods which minimize the least-squares residual [77,111,231,232]. These methods however, involve second-order derivatives of approximation functions, and typically a stabilization parameter. Another way to circumvent this difficulty is
to calculate gradients in locations other than the nodes, often called the stress point method
[75,233,234], which gives more reasonable strain energy at the stress points. This method does
however require additional techniques such as residual-based stabilization in order to ensure convergent and stable solutions in all situations [231].
Utilizing Taylor expansions also allows one to obtain “extra” information around the integration
points, and thus stabilize modes which have zero or near-zero energy associated with them. The
origin of these methods is the unification of stabilization in finite elements [235]. The technique
has been utilized to stabilize nodal integration in [236,237], and also other types of low order quadrature [96,193]. While stable, the drawbacks of this technique are that it requires calculation of high
order derivatives and generally employs background cells.
Part of the dual motivation for the SCNI technique was that it also stabilizes zero energy modes in
direct nodal integration by avoiding evaluating derivatives directly at nodal points [46,47]. In this
method, the order of differentiation for constructing a stable method is actually reduced, also leading to enhanced efficiency. However, the smoothed integrations SCNI and SNNI are subject to
spurious, oscillatory low-energy modes which can show up when the surface to volume ratio is
sufficiently small, or in sufficiently fine discretizations [238]. An example of this mode for the
SNNI method, obtained by eigenvalue analysis, is shown in Figure 13.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Discretization, and (b) lowest energy mode of SNNI.
Stabilization of these modes for SCNI and SNNI has been proposed in [238], where these modes
are penalized throughout the smoothing domain, resulting in modified SCNI (MSCNI) and modified SNNI (MSNNI) in the strain energy:
aMS  vh , uh   aS  vh , uh   aM  vh , uh  ,
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(57)

where aS ,  is the strain energy with strain smoothing:
NP

aS  v h , u h     L  v h  : C :  L u h WL .

(58)

L 1

Here  L uh  = 1/ 2  u x L  + u x L     is the smoothed strain, and
aM  v h , u h       L  v h    KL  v h   : C :   L u h    KL u h  WLK 
NP NS

(59)

L 1 K 1

is the additional stabilization where 0.0    1.0 ,  KL uh   uh  xKL  is the strain evaluated at
the centroid of sub-cells x KL , and WLK is the weight of the sub-cell calculated from the weight WL
. It is clear from (59) that for   0.0 additional coercivity is added to the solution. The key to the
success of this method in SCNI is that the additional stabilization maintains linear exactness of
SCNI. The stabilized mode corresponding to the previous example is shown for SNNI in Figure
14(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Lowest energy modes of (a) modified SNNI and (b) NSNI.
An implicit gradient expansion has been proposed [239] which employs implicit gradients [45,191]
(see Section 2.6) in a Taylor expansion to yield stabilization without explicit computation of higher
order derivatives. In this approach, the implicit gradient expansion of the strain around a node x L
is defined as, in two dimensions:

uh  x   L uh    x  xL  L uˆ hx    y  yL  L uˆ hy  ,

(60)

where  L uˆ hx   uˆ hx  xL  ,  L uˆ hy   uˆ hy  x L  , and first order implicit gradients  I  x   1 are
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used to approximate the terms in the expansion:
uˆ hx  x L  
uˆ  x L  
h
y
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 x L u I ,

(61)
 0,1)
I

 x L u I ,

where I  x is the implicit gradient shape function in (35). Substituting (60) for the strains near
each node, following [239], one obtains a stabilized strain energy aND ,  :
aND  vh , uh   aD  vh , uh   aN  vh , uh  ,

(62)

where aD ,  is the quadrature version of the nodally integrated strain energy
NP

aD  v h , u h     L  v h  : C :  L u h WL ,

(63)

L 1

where  L uh   uh  xL  is the nodal strain; and
aN  v h , u h  
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(64)

is the additional stabilization, where M Lx , M Ly , and M Lz are the second moments of inertia of the
nodal domains about node L . Clearly, for coercive forms of a  , (64) adds additional stabilization for the strain energy. The stabilized nodal integration in (62)-(64) has been termed naturally
stabilized nodal integration (NSNI) since the constants in the stabilization come naturally from the
discretization. Performing an eigenvalue analysis of the associated stiffness matrix, the first nonzero energy mode is stable, as shown in Figure 14(b). In [239] it was demonstrated through complexity analysis that speed-up factors of up to twenty times could be achieved over methods such
as MSCNI and MSNNI that involve additional sampling points.
Another form of stabilization considers a displacement smoothing and Taylor expansion [89,161].
This method has been shown to be a very effective approach to give a stable solution by nodal
integration, without the use of numerical parameters or background cells. Integration techniques
based on the partition of unity have been developed in [240,241] which do not require a mesh and
is applied as a nodal sub-domain integration technique. Note that nodal integrations with corrective
VCI procedures and stabilization can be formulated such that they do not detract from the “meshfree
character” of the method [61,144,226,238,242,243].
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To conclude, careful attention must be paid to domain integration in meshfree methods. If one “does
nothing” and employs Gauss integration, prohibitively expensive high order quadrature is required
to ensure accuracy and optimal convergence in all discretizations. On the other hand, without
special treatment, nodal integration yeilds both inaccurate and unstable solutions. Dispite this fact,
several effective methods have been developed over the past two decades to adress these issues of
accuracy, efficiency, and stability. The SCNI method [46] has proven to be a robust method in a
variety of settings [46,47,199,218–221], and is effective in terms of high accuracy and low CPU
time [46]. While this method necessitates additional stabilization (57)-(59), this can be
accomplished straightforwardly (see [199,238,244,245] for more details and variations on
implementation). A few new promising recent developments are (a) corrections to achieve arbitrary
order Galerkin exactness in any given integration method, which can achieve optimal convergence
with low order quadarture [61], and can correct nodal integration methods for optimal convergence;
(b) extensions of SCNI to achieve higher order Galerkin exactness [110,228]; and (c) accelerated
stabilization (60)-(64) (see [239] for details) which can avoid many issues associated with stabilized
nodal integration proposed in the past. Although quadrature for meshfree methods is still an active
research, it apears that many of the problems with domain integration are being resolved.

4. Strong Form Collocation Based Meshfree Method
4.1 The Meshfree Collocation Method
An alternative approach to address domain integration issues in meshfree methods is by collocation
of strong forms, such as the finite point method [35], the radial basis collocation methods [7,8] and
the reproducing kernel collocation method [43,44]. For demonstration, consider the application of
strong form collocation to the boundary value problem for elasticity in (44)-(46). Introducing the
approximation u h  x  into (44)-(46) and enforcing the residuals to be zero at N C collocation points
N
J J C1     , we have
  σ  u h (ξ J )   b(ξ J )

ξ J  

n  σ  u h (ξ J )   h(ξ J )

ξ J  h ,

u h (ξ J )  g(ξ J )

ξ J  g .

(65)

The collocation in equation (65) is equivalent to the weighted residual of (44)-(46) as seeking
2 d
uh  H 2 d such that w, w h  w g  L  :
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w g (x)   u h (x)  g(x)  d  0.

(66)

The weighted residual (66) leads to (65) when w  w h  w g   J C1  x  ξ J w J where    is the
Dirac Delta function in the d-dimensional space and w J is the associated arbitrary coefficient. Note
that in this approach the admissible approximation uh is required to be in  H 2 d , which is difficult
for the conventional FEM approximation to achieve. However, for the general meshfree approximations discussed in Section 2, the regularity requirement can be readily met.
N

Let the approximation of u be

uh  x  

 g  x u

I Gx

I

I

,

(67)

where g I is the meshfree shape function associated with x I , and u I is the corresponding coefficient. To use the terminology of collocation methods, herein when discussing collocation we call
the nodes in the set Z source points, and we denote the number of source points in the set by Ns. In
matrix form, (65) can be rewritten as:
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where, for two dimensions
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If Nc = Ns, the approach is termed as the direct collocation method [10]. When Nc > Ns, (68) leads
to an overdetermined system and its solution can be obtained using a least-squares method. The
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solution from an overdetermined system usually offers better accuracy and is less sensitive to the
nodal distribution; however, to achieve optimal accuracy, the least-squares system needs to be
properly weighted, which is referred to as the weighted collocation method. The details will be
discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2 Approximation Functions and Convergence for Strong Form Collocation
i). Radial Basis Functions
Although any approximation in the  H 2 d space can be used in the collocation methods, the radial
basis functions (RBFs) are popular for collocation solutions of PDEs, tracing back to the seminal
work of Kansa [7,8]. RBFs have been used in many applications, such as surface fitting, turbulence
analysis, neural networks, meteorology, and so forth. Hardy [155] first investigated multiquadric
RBFs for interpolation problems, and Franke and Schaback [160] showed good performance in
scattered data interpolation using multiquatric and thin-plate spline radial basis functions. Since
then, the advances in applying RBFs to various problems has progressed constantly. A few commonly used radial basis functions are given below:
Multiquadrics (MQ):

Gaussian:

Thin plate splines:

Logarithmic:

g I  x    rI2  c2 

n

3
2

(70)


 rI2 
exp   2 

 c 
gI  x  
3
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 r 2  c 2 n  2 exp   rI 

 2
 I
 a 


(71)

 r 2 n ln r
g I  x    I2 n 1 I
 rI

(72)

g I  x   rIn ln rI

(73)

where, rI  x  x I with  the Euclidean norm, and x I is the source point of the RBF. The constant c involved in (70) and (71) is called the shape parameter of RBF. The MQ RBF in (70)function is the most popular function used in the solution of PDEs; the function is called reciprocal MQ
RBF if n=1, linear MQ RBF if n=2, cubic MQ RBF if n=3, and so on. Madych [246] established
several types of error bounds for MQ, Wu and Schaback [247] investigated local errors of scattered
data interpolation by RBFs in suitable variational formulations, and Yoon [248] showed the convergence of RBFs in Sobolev spaces. All of these studies show that there exists an exponential
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convergence rate in RBFs. Buhmann and Micchelli [157] showed that the convergence rate is accelerated for monotonically ordered c.
For a smooth function u  x  , the approximation, denoted by u h  x  , is expressed by (67). There
exists an exponential convergence rate of RBFs given by Madych [246]:

u  uh

 C c / H u t ,

(74)

where 0    1 is a real number, C is a generic constant with the subscript  denoting that it is
dependent on the Poisson's ratio  ,  is the Sobolev -norm, and  t is induced from the regularity requirements of the approximated function u and RBFs, see [159,246], H is the radial distance
defined as H := H   S   sup min x  x I , and   exp    with   0 . The accuracy and rate of
x x I Z
convergence of MQ-RBF approximations is determined by the number of basis functions (the number of source points) NS and the shape parameter c. The application of RBFs to partial differential
equations is natural as the RBFs are infinitely differentiable ( g I  x   C  ).
ii). Moving Least Squares and Reproducing Kernel
The MLS/RK approximations described in Section 2 can be adopted in the collocation methods,
e.g. the reproducing kernel collocation method (RKCM) [43,44,198], and the gradient reproducing
kernel collocation method (G-RKCM) [45]. In addition to first derivatives, higher order derivatives
of MLS/RK approximations are mandatory when using strong form collocation. They can be obtained by direct differentiation of the MLS/RK approximations or by implicit gradients [92,93,191],
as discussed in Section 2.6.
Note that although the employment of the C2 continuous kernel (21) in MLS/RK would satisfy the
regularity requirements of strong form collocation, higher-order continuous kernels offers better
numerical stability, especially when the point density is high. Therefore, a quintic B-spline is often
adopted in RKCM:
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(75)

For a smooth function u  x  , the approximation, denoted by u h  x  , can be expressed by the linear
combination of MLS/RK shape functions. Solving a PDE by collocation (57) with the MLS/RK
approximation, there exists an algebraic convergence rate as shown by Hu et al. [198]:
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u  uh

E

 C  a p 1 u p 1, ,

(76)

where C is a generic constant,  is the overlapping parameter, a is the support measure, p is the
order of complete monomials in MLS/RK shape functions, and
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where
, h , and g denote the differential operators associated with the domain, Neumann
boundary, and Dirichlet boundary, respectively. From (76), it is important to note that the solution
does not converge when p = 1 is used for solving a second order PDE. An order p of at least 2 is
mandatory for convergence.
iii). Reproducing Kernel Enhanced Local Radial Basis
The commonly used RBF approximation function in the strong form collocation method offers
exponential convergence, however the method suffers from large condition numbers due to its
"nonlocal" approximation. The MLS/RK functions, on the other hand, provide polynomial reproducibility in a "local" approximation, and the corresponding discrete systems are relatively well
conditioned. Nonetheless, RKCM produces only algebraic convergence [44]. An approach has been
proposed to combine the advantages of RBF and RK functions to yield a local approximation that
is better conditioned than that of the RBF, while at the same time offers a higher rate of convergence
than that of RK (19):
u h x 

M


J
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x

a


 I
 I  g I  x d I   ,
I Gx 
J 1



(78)

where  I  x  is the RK function with compact support, and g IJ is the RBF. Applying the approximation in (78) to the weighted strong form collocation as described in Section 4.3 is called the
localized radial basis collocation method (L-RBCM).
The above approximation utilizes the compactly supported partition of unity to “patch” the global
RBFs together. Error analysis shows that if the error of the RK approximation is sufficiently small,
the proposed method maintains the exponential convergence of RBFs, while significantly improving the condition of the discrete system, and yields a banded matrix [172] as discussed below.
(1) Using the partition of unity properties of the RK localizing function, there exists the following error bound [172]:

|| u  uIh ||0,   C0c / || u ||t ,
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(79)

where  is the maximum cover number for the RK localizing function. Other parameters
are the same as defined earlier.
(2) The enhanced stability in the L-RBCM can be demonstrated by a perturbation analysis of
the strong form collocation equations in (68) expressed in the following linear system:
Kd  f .

(80)

The stability of the above linear system can be measured by the condition number of F.
The work in [172] obtained the following estimation of the condition number of L-RBCM:

Cond  K   O  a3d /2  ,

(81)

where d is the spatial dimension. In two-dimensional elasticity, we have the following comparison of condition numbers using RBCM with pure RBFs, RKPM with pure RK in (19),
and L-RBCM with localized RBF in (78):
RBCM :

Cond  K   O (h 8 ) ,

RKPM :

Cond  K   O (h 2 ) ,

L  RBCM :

Cond  K   O (h 3 ).

(82)

The L-RBCM approach offers a significant improvement on stability over RBCM. Although the
discrete system of L-RBCM is slightly less well-conditioned than that of RKPM, it offers a higher
convergence rate similar to that in RBCM.
4.3 Weighted collocation methods and optimal weights
When NC > NS, the collocation equations (68) recast in a matrix form as (80) leads to an overdetermined system, and a least-squares method can be applied for seeking the solution, equivalent to
minimizing a weighted residual. The residual is defined as ed   1/ 2 Kd  f T W Kd  f  , where
W a symmetric weighting matrix, Minimizing ed yields
KT WKd  KT Wf .

(83)

It has been shown in [10] that solving strong form collocation equations by a least-squares method
is equivalent to minimizing a least-squares functional with quadrature. It states to find uh such that
E  u h   inf E  v  ,
vV

(84)

where V is an admissible finite dimensional space spanned by meshfree shape functions, and
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ˆ
Recall that  denotes integration with quadrature. It has been shown in [10] that the errors from
the domain and boundary integrals in (85) are unbalanced. Therefore, a weighted least-squares
functional can be introduced:
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 g

Here the weights  h and  g are determined by considering error balancing of the weighted leastsquares functional associated with the domain and boundary equations in [10]:

 h  O 1 ,  g  O  NS  ,

(87)

where   max( ,  ) , or more generally, the maximum coefficient involved in the differential operator and boundary operator for the problem at hand. It is also noted that when dealing with nearly
incompressible problems,    has been suggested in [167] as  goes unbounded in the incompressible limit.
Minimizing (86) is equivalent to solving the following weighted collocation equations by a least
squares method:
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  h h   J  ξ J  h ,
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I G J
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I G J

h
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J

J

ξ J  ,
(88)

g I   J  u I   g g   J  ξ J  g .

Example 4.1
An infinitely long (plane-strain) elastic tube is subjected to an internal pressure. The tube is made
of an elastic material with Young’s modulus E  3107 Pa , and Poisson ratio  =0.25 . The inner
and outer radii of the tube are 4 m and 10 m, respectively, and the inner surface of the tube is
subjected to pressure P  100N / m2 . Due to symmetry, only a quarter of the model, as shown in
Figure 15(a), is discretized by the RBF collocation method with proper symmetric boundary conditions specified. The corresponding boundary value problem can be expressed as
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    0 in 

(89)

with boundary conditions:

hi   Pni

on 1

h1  0, u2  0 on  2
hi  0i
on 3
h2  0, u1  0 on  4

(90)

where hi   ij n j .
In this problem, both source points and collocation points are non-uniformly distributed as shown
in Figure 15(b). Three different discretizations, 7×7, 9×9, and 11×11 source points, are used, and
the shape parameters c for the three discretizations are 10, 7.5 and 6 respectively. The number of
corresponding collocation points is  2 N1  1 2 N 2  1 , where N1 is the number of source points
along the radial direction and N 2 is the number of source points along the angular direction.
The direct collocation method (DCM) and weighted collocation method (WCM) with MQ RBFs
are used in the numerical test. For WCM, weights for Dirichlet collocation equations  g  10
and Neumann collocation equations  h  1 are selected based on (87). The convergence of the L2
norm and H1 semi-norm obtained by DCM and WCM are compared in Figure 16. As is shown in
the numerical results, the direct collocation method with proper weights for Dirichlet and Neumann
boundaries offer a much improved solution over DCM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Tube problem: (a) Quarter model, and (b) distribution of source points and collocation points.
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Figure 16. Convergence in the tube problem in the L2 error norm, and the H 1 semi-norm.

4.4 Gradient Reproducing Kernel Collocation Method
While MLS/RK approximation functions can be arbitrarily smooth, taking derivatives of these
functions is computationally costly. In particular, the high complexity in RKCM is caused by taking
derivatives of the moment matrix inversion in the multi-dimensional MLS/RK shape functions( see
the detailed complexity and error analysis of RKCM in [198]). Further, for optimal convergence in
RKCM, using the number of collocation points much larger than the number of source points is
needed, and this adds additional computational effort [44,198]. To enhance computational efficiency in RKCM, an implicit gradient approximation (see Section 2.6) has been introduced in [45]
for solving second order PDEs with strong form collocation, which has been termed the gradient
reproducing kernel collocation method (G-RKCM).
Consider the two-dimensional version of the elastic model problem in (44)-(46). The approximations of the derivatives u,x and u, y are constructed by employing first order implicit gradients
 I  x   1 where I  x is given in (35):
u, x  u hx 
u, y  u 
h
y

  x u ,

I Gx

1,0 
I

I

  x u .

I Gx

 ,1
I

(91)

I

The approximation of second order derivatives of u is obtained by taking direct derivatives of uhx
and uhy , e.g.,
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Introducing (91) and (67) in the discretization in the strong form (44)-(46) leads to:

L1hu hx  L2hu hy  b in 
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When NC > NS , the overdetermined system can be obtained by a least-squares method with
proper weights to achieve optimal solution accuracy:
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ξ J  g .

For balance of errors between the domain and boundary equation, the following weights should be
selected:

h  O 1 ,

 g  O  aq p1 
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(96)

where   max( ,  ) , a is the kernel support measure, p is the MLS/RK order in uh , and q is the
order of uhx and uhy . The convergence properties of G-RKCM have been shown to be as follows:
u  uh

1, 

u  uh

 O(a q 1 ),

u, x  u,hx

1, 

 u, y  u,hy

1, 

 O(a q ),

u, x  u,hx

0, 

 u, y  u,hy

0, 

0,

 O(a q 1 ) ,

(97)

 O (a q ) .

(98)

Remarks 4.1
1. The error estimate in (97) and (98) indicates that the convergence of G-RKCM is only dependent on the polynomial degree q in the approximation of u,x and u, y , and is independent
of the polynomial degree p in the approximation of u. Further, q  2 is mandatory for
convergence.
2. As shown in [45], G-RKCM allows the use of NC = NS for sufficient accuracy.
4.5 Subdomain Collocation for Heterogeneity and Discontinuities
Due to the overlapping supports of meshfree shape functions (particularly RBFs) and the high
smoothness required in the strong form collocation methods, special treatments are required for
problems with heterogeneity or discontinuities. The subdomain collocation method [165,166] has
been introduced for this purpose.
Take a heterogeneous elastic domain as an example, as shown in Figure 17. The collocation of each
subdomain is independently expressed as follows:
L+u h+  b+ in  
 + h+
+

g
 B g u  g on      ,
 B+u h+  h+ on       h
 h

(99)

L-u h-  b - in  
 - h
g
 B g u  g on      .
 B - u h-  h - on       h
 h

(100)
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Figure 17. Two subdomains of a problem with material heterogeneity.
The approximation of u in each subdomain is performed by separate sets of basis functions:
h
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Here, Dirichlet and Neumann type interface conditions are introduced on the interface as follows
for optimal convergence [166]:

uh  uh  0
on 
.
+ h
- h
Bh u  Bhu  0 on 

(102)

As before, if NC > NS a weighted least-squared method can be applied, and the weighted discretized collocation equations read:
A 
b  
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(103)
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(104)

with submatrices defined as:

where AL , A g , and A h are the matrices associated with the differential operators L , B g and B h
, respectively;  g and  h are associated with the Dirichlet and Neumann type interface conditions,
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respectively. For balanced errors from different terms associated with domains, boundaries, and the
interface, the following weights have been derived [165]:

 g   g   g  O(k  N s ) ,
 h  O( s  ) ,

(105)

  O( s ) ,

h



 h  O(1),
where k   max(  ,   ) , k  max(k  , k  ) , Ns  max( Ns , Ns ) , s   k / k  ;   and   are
Lamé’s constants in   , and Ns is the number of source points in   .
The L-RBCM approach, combined with the subdomain collocation method, has been applied to
problems with heterogeneities (weak discontinuities) [165] and cracks (strong discontinuities)
[166].

5. Reproducing Kernel Particle Method for Large Deformation Problems
5.1 Lagrangian Reproducing Kernel Approximation and Discretization
The RK approximation is constructed based on a set of points without a mesh and hence releases
the strong dependence of the approximation accuracy on mesh quality. It is therefore well-suited
for applications to extreme deformation problems. To illustrate, let X be the material coordinates
for a body initially occupying the domain X with the boundary  X , and x be the position of the
material point X in the deformed configuration x with the boundary  x at time t. The position
vector x is given by a one-to-one mapping function, x    X,t  , and hence the Jacobian of the
deformation gradient, det Fij , where Fij  dxi / dX j , is positive definite for problems without material damage and fragmentation.

 

The variational equation of motion with reference to the current configuration is:



x

 ui  ui d     ui , j ij d     ui bi d     ui hi d  ,
x

x

 hx

(106)

where u i is the displacement,  is the density of the material,  ij is the Cauchy stress, bi is the
body force, and hi is the prescribed traction on the natural boundary hx . In the Lagrangian formulation, the Lagrangian RK shape functions  I X  X  are constructed using the material coordinates
in the reference configuration to yield:
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(107)

where
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The discrete reproducing conditions are imposed in the reference configuration:

   X X  X ,
X

I GX

I

I

  n.

(109)

The Lagrangian RK function has a deformation dependent support size when mapped to the current
configuration, as shown in Figure 18(a-b).
For path-dependent materials, the discretization of (106) by the Lagrangian RK approximation requires the spatial derivatives of  I X  X  as follows:
 I X  X   I X  X  1

Fji .
xi
X j

(110)

The deformation gradient F is first computed by taking the material spatial derivatives of  I X  X 
, and F 1 is obtained directly by the inversion of F. The Lagrangian formulation breaks down when
the inverse of F is not well conditioned. This may occur, for example, when extreme deformation
leads to a non-positive definite F or when material separation takes place in which F is singular.
Thus, a semi-Lagrangian RK formulation is introduced in the following section to address this issue
in modeling extreme deformation problems.
5.2 Semi-Lagrangian Reproducing Kernel Approximation and Discretization
In the semi-Lagrangian RK formulation, the nodal point x I associated with the RK shape functions
 I  x  follows the motion of a material point, that is, x I    XI , t  , whereas the support radius in
the kernel function is defined independent of material deformation as shown in Figure 18(a) and
Figure 18(c).
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(a)

(b)(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18. Comparison of Lagrangian and semi-Lagrangian RK kernels: (a) undeformed configuration, (b) Lagrangian RK in the deformed configuration, and (c) semi-Lagrangian RK in the
deformed configuration.
The semi-Lagrangian RK shape function is then formulated in the current configuration as:

 ISL  x   C  x; x  x I  a  x  x I 

(111)

where x I    X I , t  .
It is noted that the correction function C x; x  x I  for ensuring the reproducing condition is defined
in the Lagrangian description while the kernel function in defining the locality and continuity is not
purely Lagrangian. Similar to the discussion in Section 2, the coefficient vector b  x  can be determined by imposing the following discrete reproducing condition

  x  x  x ,
SL

I Gx

I

I

 n.

(112)

Substituting the coefficient vector b  x  into (111) yields the semi-Lagrangian reproducing kernel
(semi-Lagrangian RK) shape function:

 ISL  x   HT  0  M 1  x  H  x  x I  a  x  x I  ,

(113)

where

M  x 

 H  x  x  H  x  x   x  x  .
T

I Gx

I

I
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I

(114)

Note that the x coordinate in  I and M is also a function of time. Let the velocity vi be the primary
variable in (106) and be approximated by the semi-Lagrangian RK shape functions:

vih  x, t  

  x  v t  .
SL

I

I Gx

(115)

Ii

The corresponding semi-Lagrangian approximation of acceleration is given by

uih  x, t   vih  x, t  

   x  v t    x  v t  ,
SL

I Gx

I

SL

Ii

I

Ii

(116)

where  I SL is the correction due to the time-dependent change of the semi-Lagrangian kernel

a  x  x I  :

 SL
I  x   C  x; x  x I  a  x  x I 

(117)

where ( ) denotes the material time derivative and therefore,
 x  xI 
q   v  vI 
  a
a
 a 

a  x  x I   a 

(118)

where

q   x  xI  / x  xI ,

(119)

and  designates the length of a vector. Note that the correction function C in (116) is used to
ensure the reproducing condition of the time derivative of the semi-Lagrangian kernel a  x  x I 
and thus the time rate change of C is not considered.
Substituting (116) into (106) yields the following semi-discrete equation
Mv  Nv  f ext  f int ,

(120)

SL
M IJ    SL
I  x   J  x  Id  ,

(121)

SL
N IJ    SL
I  x   J  x  I d ,

(122)

where
x

x
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SL
f Iext    SL
I bd    h  I hd  ,

(123)

f Iint   BTI Σd .

(124)

x

x

x

Here, I denotes the identity matrix, B I is the gradient matrix of u(i , j ) associated with node I, Σ is
the stress vector associated with  ij , and b and h are the body force and surface traction vectors,
respectively. The temporal stability condition for the semi-Lagrangian RK formulation can be
found in [215].
Remark 5.1:
If a nodal integration scheme, such as direct nodal integration, stabilized conforming nodal integration, and stabilized non-conforming nodal integration, is employed, the diagonal terms of
N vanish and the off-diagonal terms of N have relatively negligible influence over (120). Therefore, the convective effect, Nv in (120), can be omitted in the semi-discrete equations of motion
for the sake of computational efficiency.
5.3 Kernel Contact Algorithms
In extreme deformation problems with material separation, contact surfaces are unknown and are
part of the solution. As a consequence, the conventional contact algorithms, in which all possible
contact surfaces are defined a priori, are ineffective in modeling such problems. On the other hand,
kernel contact (KC) algorithms [104,216] approximate the contact condition without relying on the
pre-defined contact surfaces at the pre-processing stage. The overlap between the semi-Lagrangian
RK shape functions induces internal forces between particles, ensuring the impenetrability between
different bodies, as shown in Figure 19, which leads to the so-called natural kernel contact algorithm. A layer of a friction-like elasto-plastic material, as shown in Figure 20, can be introduced in
the "contact processing zone” to mimic the friction law, which leads to the contact algorithms in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5.
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Figure 19. Natural kernel contact algorithm by kernel interaction between contacting bodies.

Figure 20. Schematic of a deformable body contacting with a rigid surface, and an artificial
material introduced between two bodies in contact, for enforcing the contact constraints.
5.4 A Friction-Like Plasticity Model
In kernel contact, a friction-like material can be introduced between contacting bodies, c as shown
in Figure 20, to mimic the frictional contact conditions. Based on the analogy between Coulomb's
friction law and the elasto-plasticity flow rule, the variational contact equation leads to the constitutive equation governing the stress-strain relationship of the friction-like material such that Coulomb's friction is recovered [104,216]:
σ c  n  t N n  tT ,

(125)

where σ c is the Cauchy stress in  c , n is the unit outward normal of the contact surface  c , t N is
the normal component of the contact traction, and t T is the tangential contact traction. Equation
(125) indicates that the stresses in the friction-like material are in balance with t N and t T on  c .
Therefore, an elasto-perfectly-plastic material, in which the stress σ c in  c obeys (125), can be
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introduced in the contact processing zone to mimic the Coulomb's friction law. To obtain σ c , consider the following yield function and the associated Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions based on local coordinates where the one-direction is aligned with the contact surface normal n:

f       ˆ11  0 ,
e

(126)

f
,
τ

(127)

 0,

(128)

 f  0,

(129)

where   ˆ 12 ˆ 13  , ˆ11  0 is the normal contact stress, e is the tangential strain rate,
σˆ  LσLT is the rotated Cauchy stress tensor onto the local coordinate system, the 2- and 3- directions are aligned with two mutually orthogonal unit vectors, p and q in the tangent plane, and
L  n, p, qT . It is also assumed that the normal contact stress ˆ11 is known in (126). The yield
stress  ˆ11 mimics the friction stress induced by the normal stress ˆ11 , and the slip condition is
represented by the yield condition in the plasticity model:

f  0 , stick condition (elastic)
f  0 ,    ˆ11 slip condition (plastic)

.

(130)

This approach can be carried out by a predictor-corrector algorithm, in which the stresses calculated
based on the overlapping supports of the contacting bodies are obtained in the predictor step, and
in the corrector step, the tangential stresses are corrected according to Eqns. (126)-(129) with ˆ11
fixed. To enhance the iteration convergence of the two-step approach, we introduce the radial return
algorithm where the trial is non-slip (elastic trial) and the violation of the yield function (interpenetration) is corrected by the return mapping algorithm. Following the radial return mapping, the
corrected contact stresses σˆ c in the local coordinate induced by the friction-like elasto-plasticity
model can be obtained as:

σˆ c  σˆ trial

 0

  ˆ12trial
ˆ13trial


ˆ12trial ˆ13trial 
0
0


0   σˆ trial   ξˆ ,
0 

(131)

where σˆ trial is the Cauchy stress in the local coordinate system calculated by standard stress calculation through particle interaction without considering the artificial friction-like elasto-plasticity
material and   0 if f τtrial  0 and
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 ˆ11trial  τtrial
τ





if f τtrial  0 .

trial

(132)

Finally, the corrected contact stress in the global coordinates is then obtained by the inverse transformation:
σc  LTσˆ cL  σtrial  ξ ,

(133)

ξ   n  σtrial  n  n  σtrial  n   2tN n  n .

(134)

where

Here, the orthogonality of L is applied to derive the above relationship. Equation (133) can then
be directly used in the calculation of the contact forces described in the next section.
5.5 Semi-Lagrangian RK Discretization and Kernel Contact Algorithms
This section describes the semi-Lagrangian-RK discretization and the contact force calculation in
the KC algorithms. Consider continuum bodies  A and  B discretized by groups of points
G A  xI | xI  A and G B  xI | xI B , respectively , with each point at x I associated with
a nodal volume VI and a kernel function a  x  x I  with the support of radius a independent of
material deformation. When the two bodies  A and  B approach each other and the semi-Lagrangian-RK shape functions form a partition of unity, the interaction between the RK points from the
different bodies (Figure 19) induces stresses:

σ x 



I N  N
A

D  x BI  x dI ,

(135)

B

where N I | xI  G  , N I | xI  G  , and D is the material response tensor of the contacting bodies. The contact stresses between contacting bodies are obtained by (135) when
n  σ  n  0 in c . With the nodal integration scheme described in Section 2.4, the internal force
acting on a point I can then be obtained by:
A

B

A

B

fI 

 B  x  σ  x V
T
I

J

J

J

,

(136)

J N IC

where N I  J | J  N  N , aI  x J  x I   0, rIJ  σ(x J )  rIJ  0, rIJ   x J  x I / || x J  x I || is the
set that contains the neighbor points under the support of point I, while the contact stress between
those points and point I is in compression. In this approach, the pair-wise interactions due to overlapping kernel functions naturally prevent the interpenetration between different bodies. To model
C

A

B
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the frictional contact condition, an artificial layer of material with the friction-like dissipating mechanism in the form of plasticity as presented in 5.4 is introduced. With the consideration of the frictional contact effect, the summation of the interactive forces associated with point I is corrected as

fI 

 B  x  σ  x V
T
I

J

c

J

J N IC

J



 f

IJ

 g IJ  ,

(137)

J N IC

T
T
trial
where f IJ  B I  x J  σ  x J VJ , and g IJ  B I  x J  ξ(x J )VJ .

One remaining issue to implement the KC algorithm in the semi-Lagrangian formulation is to determine the contact surface and surface normal from a purely point-based discretization. A level set
based method, where the level set function was chosen as the interpolant of material ID using semiLagrangian RK, was proposed to obtain the contact surface and surface normal under the KC contact framework (refer to [104] for details).
Example 5.1
The Taylor bar impact problem [249] was first performed by Wilkins and Guinan in [250], and
subsequently by others. An aluminum bar with initial height and radius of 2.346 cm and 0.391 cm,
respectively, impacts a rigid wall with an initial velocity of 373.0 m/s. For the aluminum material,

J 2 plasticity with isotropic hardening is considered with material properties Young’s modulus E 
78.2 GPa, Poisson’s ratio   0.30, and density   2700 kg/m3, and the yield stress is taken as
K ep    Y 1  125ep 0.1 ,

(138)

where  Y  0.29 GPa.
The semi-Lagrangian formulation is considered with linear basis and quartic B-spline kernel functions with a normalized support of 2.8, and 29,637 nodes discretize the bar. The wall is also modeled
and is considered frictionless, and the KC algorithms are employed for the bar-wall interaction. The
four integration methods direct nodal integration (DNI), stabilized non-conforming nodal integration (SNNI), variationally consistent naturally stabilized nodal integration (VC-NSNI), and variationally consistent modified SNNI (VC-MSNNI) discussed in Section 3 are considered for comparison of the nodal integrations.
The deformed shape of the face of the bar is shown in Figure 23, with material deformation plotted
for visualization purposes, in order to observe any spurious oscillations in the solution, if present.
The difference in solutions is apparent; DNI and SNNI both clearly show spurious oscillatory
modes in the solution as discussed in Section 3, while the stabilized methods do not.
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The deformed height and radius of the bar are shown in Table 3, where it can be seen that DNI and
SNNI predict a larger radius compared to the reference solutions, likely due to the very little resistance to the oscillatory mode of deformation. Another explanation is the numerical fractures in
DNI and SNNI formed due to these spurious modes, as seen in Figure 22, while VC-NSNI and VCMSNNI give stable solutions. For the deformed height of the bar, all methods give reasonable
heights compared to the reference solutions except for DNI, and VC-NSNI and VC-MSNNI give
the closet results to the experimental data and other methods compared.

Figure 21. Final deformation on the face of the Taylor bar for various nodal integration methods.
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Figure 22. Final deformation of the Taylor bar for various nodal integration methods.

Radius (cm)
Height (cm)
SNNI
0.839
1.649
DNI
0.838
1.660
VC-MSNNI
0.801
1.649
VC-NSNI
0.775
1.651
RKPM (Gauss integration) [24]
0.827
1.645
Material point method [18]
0.78
1.65
Finite element method [249]
0.742
1.652
Experimental [250]
1.651
Table 3. Deformed height and radius for various methods and the experiment [239].

6. Applications of Meshfree Methods
Large Deformation Meshfree methods are particularly well-suited for large deformation problems
where finite element methods fail due to mesh entanglement and other mesh related issues. The
Lagrangian meshfree method (106)-(110) has been applied to many different solid mechanics problems and applications, such as large deformation of hyperelastic materials and rubber [83,94,96,97],
metal forming [95,98–100,102,205,255], and geomechanics problems [256], among others, showing robustness over FEM. For the presence of material separation where the Lagrangian description
breaks down, the semi-Lagrangian formulation (111)-(137) was proposed [215,216,257]. Figure 23
shows the application of semi-Lagrangian RKPM to the simulation of perforation of a concrete
panel by a bullet [258], and Figure 24 demonstrates a semi-Lagrangian RKPM simulation of a
landslide due to the Loma Prieta earthquake. Several other researchers have developed and employed various meshfree methods discussed in Section 1 to reassociate connectivity for penetration
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and fragment-impact problems [58,70,71,135,136,259–266]. On a different path, discrete bonded
particle methods have been developed and coupled with FEM for similar applications [267–272]
(for a review, see [273]). Recently, meshfree methods have gained traction in solving geomechanics
problems with extremely large deformations such as slope stability with post-failure analysis
[257,274–279]. Some recent advances in meshfree formulations for nonlinear mechanics can be
found in [104,239,242,243,258,280,281].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23. Semi-Lagrangian simulation of a bullet perforating a concrete panel: (a) deformed shape
after impact, (b) experimental (solid blue line) and numerical crater shape, and (c) velocity reduction
for different sizes of projectiles, experimental (white, no fill) versus numerical (red, solid).
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Figure 24. Simulation of a landslide triggered by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake using
semi-Lagrangian RKPM.
Adaptive Refinement The naturally conforming properties of meshfree approximations, such as
the MLS, RK, and PU approximations, allow adaptivity to be performed in a much more eﬀective
manner than the conventional ﬁnite element method [33,34,88,90,106–108,251]. Nodes can be inserted or removed with ease, and error indicators have been formulated to guide adaptive refinement. For example, the multiresolution RK-based method [84,88–90] enables the scale decomposition of the RKPM solution by using the RK function as a low-pass filter, and the high-scale solution has been used as the error indicator for adaptive refinement [23,84,252–254]. While p-adaptivity is not so straightforward in RK- and MLS-based methods, hp clouds allows the bases to vary
throughout the domain such that higher order accuracy can be obtained where needed [33].
Strain Localization Researchers have employed the flexibility of meshfree methods for regularization in localization problems in [191,244,282] to circumvent ambiguous boundary conditions in
gradient methods. Methods have also been developed and applied successfully to localization problems difficult for FEM [254,283–286]. More recently, the cracking particle method [287] has been
developed for shear bands [108].
Fracture Mechanics Fracture mechanics is another area where meshfree methods offer a unique
strength. Early on, it was recognized that meshfree formulations such as EFG could offer an effective alternative to FEM in modeling fracture by using the so-called visibility criterion (cutting the
particle influence across a crack), and further provide easy adaptive refinement to attain accuracy
near crack tips [13,81,82,288]. Alternatively, enrichment of the approximation functions for crack
tip singularities can be considered intrinsically [289,290] or extrinsically [31,289,291]. The former
approach involves some complications since MLS and RK functions in these methods cannot vary
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spatially. Approaches with extrinsic enrichments have been developed for meshfree methods
[15,16,292,293], including techniques for accurate closure of crack fronts in meshfree methods,
with the result method termed XEFG. Tracking the geometry of evolving cracks necessary for enrichment is a difficult task, particularly in three dimensions. To circumvent this issue, a cracking
particle method has been proposed, where fracture is represented by a series of discontinuities located at the particles, with arbitrary orientation [259,287,293,294]. The introduction of these discontinuities can be performed by detection of material instability. Alternatively, level-set methods
for tracking of complicated crack geometry have been proposed [291,295,296].
Smooth Contact By employing the arbitrary smoothness in meshfree approximation functions, a
smooth contact algorithm has been proposed where the contact surface is represented by smooth
(C2 or higher) RK approximations, which allows continuum-based contact formulations [100–102].
This in turn allows improved convergence in contact iterations versus finite element-based contact
with C0 continuity, and enables robust analysis in applications such as metal forming, as shown in
Figure 25, where Lagrangian RKPM is used to model a metal extrusion processes with adaptive
refinement, where points were inserted in the highly deformed region and were removed in the
region undergoing elastic unloading.

Figure 25. Metal extrusion: problem set-up, meshfree discretization, and progressive deformation.
Other Applications Meshfree methods have been developed for several other applications where
they have advantages over traditional approaches. In modeling biomaterials, meshfree methods are
well suited for image-based modeling by using pixels as discretization nodes without the tedious
procedures in three-dimensional geometry reconstruction from the images and mesh generation.
Meshfree methods can also represent the smooth transition of material properties across material
interfaces in biomaterials [297,298]. Figure 26 shows how a skeletal muscle is modeled by the
meshfree method, where image pixel points were used directly as the discretization points, and the
associated stress distribution is computed using material properties and fiber orientations defined
at the pixel points.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 26. Image based RKCM modeling of skeletal muscle (a) MRI image; (b) DTI vector
plot; (c) RK source points; (d) RK collocation points; (e) maximum principal Cauchy stress resulting from muscle contraction.
Another good application of meshfree methods is for problems that involve higher order diﬀerentiation in the PDE, such as thin plate and shell problems [219,220,299–303] where meshfree approximation functions with higher order continuity can be employed with virtually no additional
effort. The application of the meshfree method to quantum mechanics has been proposed by utilizing the orbital functions as the enrichment of polynomial bases for p-like adaptive refinement [217].
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For shape optimization, meshfree methods can avoid mesh distortion in the iterative process [304–
306]. Meshfree methods for fluid mechanics [23,93,199,252,307–310] have been proposed using
multi-resolution analysis in conjunction with adaptive refinement [23,252,307]. The smooth
meshfree approximation functions are well suited for Petrov-Galerkin stabilization [308], and
meshfree methods are more effective in handling moving domains and obstacles [309,310].

7. Conclusions and outlook
Meshfree methods offer an alternative to traditional mesh-based methods, where the conforming
condition is relaxed to simply PU subordinate to open cover. Meshfree approximations can offer
arbitrarily smooth or rough approximations at no cost. In meshfree approximations such as MLS
and RK, the order of completeness and order of continuity in the approximations are entirely uncoupled in contrast to many other numerical methods. Because of these two properties, h- and prefinement is simplified considerably. In addition, the strong tie between the quality of the discretization and the quality of the numerical solution to PDEs is reduced, which makes these methods
well-suited for large deformation problems without cumbersome procedures such as remeshing,
moving meshes, and erosion. The burden of producing an analysis suitable discretization via meshing is also greatly relieved. These features have made the application of meshfree methods widespread in the past two decades.
For the practical application of meshfree methods, efforts have been devoted to ensure solution
accuracy, stability, and efficiency. To date, essential boundary condition enforcement is almost trivial in meshfree methods. The formidable computational cost of high-order quadrature has been
greatly alleviated (or eliminated) through novel techniques such as SCNI and VCI, which have
since been verified, showing robustness in many applications. Significant advances have also been
made in spatial stability, where several accurate and efficient stabilized nodal integration methods
have been developed. With the progress in nodal integration, “truly” meshless methods are now
available, and they are particularly effective for problems with extreme loadings, such as fragmentimpact processes.
Several issues remain, some of which are common to both mesh-based and mesh-free methods. A
prime example is the simulation of high-density, three-dimensional cracking, which remains challenging, even for meshfree methods. To the authors’ knowledge, the potential to alleviate timeconsuming model generation in the meshfree method has not been fully realized. The ability to
collocate partial differential equations directly (strong form collocation) offers a promising avenue
for meshfree methods, however, the effort devoted to advancing strong form collocation method
has not been on par with the development of Galerkin meshfree methods, especially in the area of
strong form collocation for large deformation, fracture mechanics, and contact-impact problems.
These challenges call for future research in meshfree methods.
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